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About This Book
This book is intended to show that older people can benefit
greatly from using the Internet; also that the new skills involved
are not difficult for anyone to acquire at any age. It's now
possible to buy, for under £200, a computer which is perfectly

capable of "surfing the net" and opening up a new world of
information and entertainment. genuinely believe that, if used
sensibly, the Internet can enhance people's lives and present
new opportunities which were previously unimaginable.
I

The first chapter outlines the main features of the Internet and
World Wide Web and discusses some of the many worthwhile
applications such as arranging holidays, shopping online, tracing
your family history and communicating with friends and family.
The second chapter gets down to the nuts and bolts of what you
need to get started, the various types of computer, key
components and the additional devices needed to make an
Internet connection. Chapter Three discusses the choice of
Internet Service Providers such as BT and describes how to
make an Internet connection using wireless broadband.
The next two chapters discuss the use of a Web browser such as
Internet Explorer to find information, view Web pages and revisit

Web sites at a later date. Alternative browsers such as Mozilla
Firefox are also discussed, together with the Microsoft "ballot
screen" which presents users with a choice of browsers to install.
Electronic mail enables people all over the world to communicate
and exchange information, including the sending of photographs.
This is described in detail together with the creation of your own
Web presence in the form of a "blog" (or "Web log') or a simple

personal Web site. The final chapter describes some simple
steps to keep your computer up-to-date and protected from
viruses and criminal activities such as "phishing".

This book is suitable for users of all versions of Microsoft
Windows, including Microsoft XP, Vista and Windows 7.

About the Author
Jim Gatenby trained as a Chartered Mechanical Engineer and
initially worked at Rolls-Royce Ltd using computers in the
analysis of jet engine performance. He obtained a Master of
Philosophy degree in Mathematical Education by research at
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all ages and abilities,
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Conventions Used in this Book
Words which appear on the screen in menus, etc., are shown in
the text in bold, for example, Print Preview.

Technical terms for devices which may be unfamiliar to the
reader are introduced in italics, for example, wireless router.
Many of these terms appear in the glossary on page 113.

If a word appears on the screen using the American spelling,
such as Favorites, for example, this spelling is also used in the
text of the book.

Mouse Operation
Throughout this book, the following terms are used to describe
the operation of the mouse:

Click
A single press of the left-hand mouse button.

Double-click
Two presses of the left-hand mouse button, in rapid succession.

Right -click

A single press of the right-hand mouse button This can be
used to display context -sensitive menus, i.e. relevant to the
objects on the screen at the current cursor position.

Drag and Drop

Keep the left-hand or right-hand button held down and move
the mouse, before releasing the button to transfer a screen
object to a new position.

Further Reading
If you enjoy reading this book and find it helpful, you may be
interested in the companion book by the same author,

Getting Started in Computing for the Older Generation
(BP704) from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd and available
from all good bookshops.

Introduction
Age Doesn't Matter
The media often give the impression that older people can't
really cope with computers and that new technology is the
exclusive preserve of the young. This false impression causes
many older people to mistakenly think they've missed the boat.

However, having taught students of all ages from eleven to
know that age is no barrier to making good use of
eighty,
I

computers in general and the Internet in particular. Older people
usually have more time to learn new computing skills and the

wisdom and experience to apply these skills to wothwhile
activities. For example, since retiring from teaching I have written
nearly 30 books, including the best-selling and highly -acclaimed
"Computing for the Older Generation".

You're Never Too 01d
A friend of mine, Arthur, is now 77 years old and is the computer
"guru" for many of the people in his locality. He also manages all
of the computers at a nearby religious centre. Arthur's regular
computing activities include:
Building new machines to customers' requirements.
Repairing and upgrading computers.
Setting up connections to the Internet.

Downloading software, music and video from the Internet.

Although everyone doesn't need Arthur's level of technical
expertise, the following pages are intended to show how you can

get started with the Internet and use it for a wide range of
enjoyable and beneficial activities, no matter how old you are.
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It's Never Been Easier
Nowadays with hand-held mice
and onscreen menus and icons,

Google Earth

many tasks just require you to
"point and click", as shown on

Adobe Reader 9

the

right. Simply move the
mouse so that the arrow -shaped
cursor is over the required menu

eGoogle Chrome

option and click the left button on the mouse. Cl cking the right
mouse button usually brings up a context sensitive menu, i.e.
relevant to the current cursor position.

While computers have become much easier to use, they have
also become more affordable; you can now buy a small netbook

computer for around £200, which is quite suitable for most
Internet tasks, as discussed later in this book.

Special Needs

If you have any physical problems such as poor
eyesight or impaired dexterity, you can tailor the
computer to your needs using the Ease of Access
Center in the Windows Control Panel. This is
discussed in more detail in our companion book,
Getting

Started

in

Computing

for

the

Older

Generation from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd,
reference BP 704.
Make your computer easier to use
Quick access to common tools
You can use the tools in this section to help you get started.
Windows can read and scan this list automatically. Press the SPACEBAR to select the

highlighted tool.
I Always read this section aloud

Always scan this section

Start Magnifier

ir
2

Start On -Screen Keyboard

* Start Narrator
Set up I- igh Contrast
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What is the Internet?
The Internet is a network of millions of computers all over the

world. They are connected by various methods in order to
communicate information, along what is sometimes called The
Information Superhighway. Many computers are connected to
the Internet by telephone lines while others use wireless
networks, satellite communication or cable television networks.
People on the move can use a laptop computer to connect to the
Internet via an access point in a hotel or airport, for example,
while others may use a mobile phone network. Some mobile
phones can themselves be used to connect to the Internet.
Internet Servers
A server is a computer on a network (such as the Internet) which
stores information

for other people to view on their own

computer. For example, large stores display information on their
servers allowing customers to view products and make
purchases online, i.e. while connected to the Internet.

Internet Service Providers
Many servers are located at specialist Internet companies known

as Internet Service Providers, usually abbreviated to 1SP.
These are companies such as BT, AOL and Tiscali, for example,
who manage users' connections to the Internet. ISPs provide a
user name and password to allow you to log on to the Internet
and also use facilities for sending e -mails; these are electronic
messages sent to other people with a computer on the Internet.
Some Internet Service Providers also include their own content
on their servers, such as pages of news and information.

Information on the Irternet
The Internet is like an encyclopaedia of unimaginable size and
scope. Servers around the world contain information on every
conceivable subject; unlike the encyclopaedia it can be kept upto-date in a matter of minutes. This information is generally
available to anyone with a computer and an Internet connection.
3
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The World Wide Web, Web Pages and Sites
Information on the Internet usually takes the form of pages,
similar to pages in a book and the entire global collection of
pages is known as the World Wide Web or WWW; a Web site is
a set of Web pages belonging to a company or individual. Web
pages can consist of various types of information, such as:
Plain text presenting paragraphs of facts.

Pictures, diagrams, charts and photographic images.

Links which you click with a mouse to move to other Web
pages or to play sound, music or watch TV or video.

No-one is in overall control of the Internet; some Web sites
require you to register and set up a user name and password
while others charge a fee for viewing certain Web pages.
Downloading

It's often useful to be able to copy a report, some music or a
video, for example, from an Internet server and save a duplicate
copy on your own computer. This is known as downloading.

Uploading
Uploading involves sending information from your computer and
saving it on another machine on the Internet. For example, some
Internet servers allow you to save your photographs on the Web

so that anyone can view them from anywhere in the world.
Uploading is generally a slower process than downloading.

E-mail

This is a major use of the Internet and is the sending and
receiving of messages as an alternative to the traditional letter
post; e-mail is very quick and easy to use. Pictures, photographs
and reports can be attached to an e-mail and sent electronically.

As discussed later, there are many other Web sites that allow
people to communicate, express their views and exchange ideas.
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Searching for Information
One of the most powerful facilities of the Internet is the ability to

find the latest information on virtually any subject by simply
typing

in one or more keywords. Most computers have a

program called a Web browser, which helps you to search the
Internet and move about its many Web pages. Internet Explorer
is probably the most popular browser and includes a Search Bar
into which you type your keywords. Shown below is a search to
find information about the peregrine falcon, for example
16 June 2009

Get the NEW Internet En .10,e,

'Ding

pore Anne falcon

Lot Onlv WOW is IMO Aft* Murray I Ohs &mew Trawl ,s

When you click the magnifying glass icon or press the Enter key
a list of Web sites is displayed, each containing information about
the peregrine falcon. When you click any of the links in the list

(usually shown underlined) the corresponding Web site is
opened up. As showr above, you can also focus your search on
particular categories such as News, Images and Maps, etc.

Google is a very popular program dedicated to searching the
Internet and is known as a search engine. It can be installed on
your computer after opening the Web page www.google.co.uk.
Googie

Web Image*

YAS2 Mao Neva ameil M

mle

Google
peregnne fakon
Google Search
Search

urn Feeling Lue ky

the web pages horn the UK

Searching with Google is discussed in detail later in this book.
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Some Popular Internet Activities
The remainder of this chapter gives a taste of some of the most
popular applications of the Internet. Some of these are discussed
in more detail in later chapters.

Booking a Holiday
Some of the main features of holiday Web sites are:
You can view the rooms, prices and hotel facilities.
Sample restaurant menus can be perused.

You can see videos and notes on the surrounding area.
Vacancies can be checked immediately.
Bookings can be made online and quickly confirmed.

CIPRIANI

Events Calendar I Histc-i I Weathe- & Tide2
A GUIDE TO VENICE

Leave the tcurist trail behind and discover the
city with the guidance of our Ccncie-ge to the
unexpected landmarks, shops and restaurant

Dining in Venice

The Sights of Venice

Dining Is an essential part

Use ou- interactive map to g
off the beaten track and en)
some exceptional sights of

of any visit to Venice, plan
long casual lunch, or that
romantic dinner for two.
moro
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The Weekly Shopping Online
Online shopping allows you to browse catalogues and purchase

books, groceries, music, etc., from the comfort of your own
home. Major supermarkets such as Tesco and Sainsburys have
built up significant online shopping enterprises, saving you the
time and effort of the weekly shopping trip.

TESCO

Whom day

Swamp

OAP sod Al

stwe locale

Clubcard Double Up

ZIP

UMW*.
nokto.

To. wort

c

Pocks

,.(1,111 ..0010

rap

.0/bee

Canton

,4, Iwo 1MM.

rb..vr

Gar I electmer

SO* mg

Rom burp

IL. ono AP oao ao
UP& wp Pm

Toed a
Tod dlo,

fa- 10.0 Naca-Po

M/.
eats

lOoNt+ opett Pas

*mom Daft

IMO Coon
tow Con a
nu, Ow

.

Galwq

prop Pop

Contact

lather.* Cow

Double up on
grocery delivery.

Pro pa as

WY POWs

Sown tt. !op, ot

two Pow ma. row

t re a t>Mtdro

11,,

MOM
pOotoaat to had I

°Wawa.

P.40 min
'MO PLC
(Marc.
ravol
1.4911 Ste.
Penwp to. Paola

Alb

Tat. Get Cot

evav NAB 44s

Contact aw

After completing your initial order online (in only a few minutes),
the system "remembers" your shopping list and this can be used

as the basis for your future weekly shopping. In subsequent
weeks you only have to select any new items and confirm or omit
the items on your basic core list. When your order is complete
you select a convenient delivery time; the most popular delivery
"slots" are slightly more expensive.
Online shopping can literally reduce an entire week's shopping to
just a few minutes at the computer.
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Tracing Your Family History
Much of the census information for the United Kingdom has been

placed on the Internet for anyone to see. Original census
transcripts are available to be viewed and printed for a small fee
and it's also possible to obtain copies of original birth, marriage
and death certificates.
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There are many Web sites offering help with genealogy; some of
these allow you to post up notices asking for information from
relatives anywhere in the world. There are also Web sites listing

parish records and enabling you to construct ycur own family
tree. Shown above is part of my own family tree which contains
information about ancestors I would never otherwise have known
about. Without the Internet such work would be extremely difficult
and time-consuming, but the Internet brings masses of
information within your grasp without even leaving nome.
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Buying and Selling on eBay
If you are thinking of cownsizing or simply want to
get rid of some "clutter", eBay allows you to offer

your items to a nationwide or even worldwide
audience of over 200 million potential customers.

The range of goods offered for sale on eBay is
enormous. from jewellery, antiques, porcelain and

collectable items thrcugh to motor vehicles and
even aircraft. As shown below. each item is listed
with a photograph and a brief description.
Boa

(S0000

BEAUTIFUL LARGE CARF MOE CLOG< WITH NANO PAINTEC PANEL 4 Bob

(MOB

ST 0.04ING ANO PRISTINE ART NOLNEAu CARRIAGE C/O.>

.

...NW...SS CA. C60. or. AMA.% muilLA

A time limit for the sa'e. usually several days. is set by the seller

and eBay displays a running total of the number of bids, the
highest bid received so far and the amount of time left for
bidding. The cost of oosting the item in the United Kingdom is
also shown on the screen. At the end of the time allowed for
bidding, the item is solo to the highest bidder who must then pay
for the item before the seller arranges delivery by normal post.
Obviously in the case of very large items such as cars or
furniture, buyer and sal er must liaise to agree viewing and make
arrangements for collection.
a security system used by eBay to protect the
purchaser's payment against the goods not being delivered and
also ensures that the seller receives their payment instantly. A
feature called Meet the seller allows you to check thei- record,
including the number of transactions made and a rating based on
the amount of positive :eedback from other users.

PayPal is

9
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Electronic Greeting Cards
Instead of sending an e-mail message consisting of just plain
text, a more interesting option is to send an e -card; this is rather
like a traditional greeting card displayed on a screen but with
sound and music and animations including birds and animals.
The Jacquie Lawson range of cards (www.jacquielawson.com)
offers a wide choice of e -cards covering every type of greeting or
message you are likely to send throughout the entire year. The e card graphics and animations are both amusing and designed to
a very high standard, as shown in the extract below.
. . nw. Igo.=

look

o So.,. kko

Nolo

61 Bon 400.
-

e-

-

Oro

There is a small annual membership fee and this enables you to

send as many cards as you wish throughout the year. Once
you've selected a card it can be previewed and then the e-mail
addresses of your intended recipients are entered. After adding
a few words for your own personal message, the e -card can be
finally previewed and the Send Card button clicked to send the
card electronically on its way.
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Interactive Web Sites and Social Networking
In recent years a numoer of Web sites have been set up to allow

anyone to post their own material (such as text, photos and
videos) on the Interne:, for anyone to see and comment oi. Most
of these Web sites are completely free although you may nave to
register and accept the terms and conditions laid dowr by the
Web site providers. YoL usually have to set up a user name and
password. The providers of the Web site are obliged to remove
offensive material and pan irresponsible users; individual users
can also report anyone they think is abusing the Web site, for
example by posting offensive comments or obscene imaaes.

Facebook and MySpace are very popular Web sites which
enable people to acquire new friends and communicate with
them online. A personal profile including photos and videos may

be uploaded to the Web site. Facebook and MySpace are
examples of social networking Web sites.
Twitter allows you to keep friends and family up-to-date with what

you are currently doing; you do this by posting tweets or short
text messages of up to 140 characters it length.
Friends Reunited helps you to make contact with old friends and
classmates and let them know what you have done with your life
since leaving school.

Flickr is a Web site for posting your photographs and videos on
the Internet: there are powerful photo -editing tools and facilities

to organize your photographs into categories so they can be
shared with other like-minded people.

YouTube is a Web site which allows you to upload videos and
share them with other people; these can be amateur clips or
videos recorded from TV programs and concerts. Amusing or

embarrassing incidents can be captured on video and very
quickly viewed by millions around the world.
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The Diversity of the Internet
The following are some of the ways my own family uses the
Internet; without the Internet, many of the tasks would take
much longer and some would be impossible.
Sending e -mails to friends and family.

Booking holidays after checking vacancies and viewing
the accommodation and surrounding area online.
Tracking flight arrivals and departures at various airports.
Checking -in online, avoiding airport queuing.

Ordering the weekly shopping in a few minutes online.
Using an online census to find details of forebears.
Ordering books online, delivered the next day.

Validating the ownership history of a second-hand car.
Valuing a car and renewing road tax online.
Selling surplus household items on eBay.
Downloading software and music.
Finding information about plants and shrubs.
Finding best interest rates on Internet bank accounts.

Checking current account bank statements, setting up
standing orders and transferring funds online.

Searching for houses and flats in other parts of Britain.
Ordering repeat prescriptions from local Medical Centre.
Filing self -assessment income tax online.

Obtaining state pensions information and forecast online.
Identifying birds by viewing RSPB images and videos.
Solving obscure crossword clues.
Sending electronic animated greeting cards or e -cards.

2
Everything You Need
Introduction
This chapter describes the equipment and other facilities needed
to start using the Internet in your own home or on the move. The
essential requirements are:
A computer of fairly recent manufacture.

Access to an Internet source such as a BT landline, TV
cable network or a mobile phone network.

A modem or device for connecting the computer to the
Internet; alternatively several computers can connect
using a router, a sharing device with a built-in modem.

A Web browser

i.e. software for searching for
information, displaying Web pages and moving between

the pages. Most computers already have the Internet
Explorer browser installed and others are freely available.

An account with an Internet Service Provider (ISP), who
manages your Internet connection and provides e-mail
facilities and perhaps news and information content.
Additional software may be needed to play music, video
and radio and TV programs. This software, known as
plug -ins, can be downloaded free from the Internet.

The next few pages discuss the setting up of an Internet
computer in the home. It should be pointed out that most
computers made in the last few years will be suitable for use on
the Internet. It's also true that no great technical skills or
knowledge are required - you probably won't even need to use
a screwdriver.

13
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Everything You Need

Microsoft Windows
You have probably heard the terms Windows XP, Windows
Vista and Windows 7; Microsoft Windows is a suite of
programs known as an operating system. It is the software
which controls every aspect of the running of a computer, such
as saving and printing your work and displaying information on
the screen. The computer is operated by clicking icons (or small

pictures) and menu options displayed in varicus rectangular
boxes or windows. This is called a Graphical User Interface.

The Windows PC (or Personal Computer) dominates home and
business computing throughout the world; currently either
Windows XP, Windows Vista or the latest version, Windows 7
are installed on the majority of personal computers. Microsoft

Windows has a Web browser, Internet Explorer (currently at
version 8), which is used to search for and display Web pages;
other browsers, such as Mozilla Firefox, can be installed and
used with Windows, as discussed later. To find which
version of Windows is installed on your computer, click

the Start button, shown on the right, then Computer
(click My Computer in Windows XP) and then System
properties. In Windows XP select View system information.
View basic information about your computer
Mode r. s edition

Amdea,s 7 Ultimate
Cop:. right C 2))9 hinge:oft Corperaticn. 4.11 nghts reser. ed.

This book covers Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7; where
there are differences these are explained in the text.
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The Internet Computer
The speed with which you can find Web pages ane move
between them is important; if it's too slow you nay become
bored and lose interest. One critical factor affecting the speed of

the Internet is the type of connection, which can oe ei'her an
early

dial -up system or a much faster and more modern

broadband connection. These are discussed in detail shortly,
but unless you are of a very tight budget, a broadband
connection will enable you to get the best out of the Internet.

If buying a new computer, the choice nowadays is between a full

size desktop machine and a laptop. In recent years laptop
computers have improved a great deal so that they are now
comparable with desktop machines in terms of performance.

The Desktop Computer
If you are going to do other work on your computer such as word
processing or accounts, for example, perhaps in a home office,
then a desktop machine s probably the best choice. The cesktop
computer has the advantage of a full size keyboard, mouse and
monitor, as shown below.
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The Laptop Computer
For using the Internet on the move in hotels and airports, etc.,
the laptop computer is the only choice. These public places now

have Internet access points, enabling you to connect to the
Internet using the wireless technology built into modern laptops.

The Netbook Computer
The netbook is a very small laptop computer, typically 10 inches
or less across the screen (measured diagonally), compared with
15 inches for a normal laptop. Despite its very small size, the
typical netbook performs as well as many much larger desktop
machines. (If the small screen is a problem you can increase the
text size using the Zoom or Text Size options on the View menu
in Internet Explorer). If necessary the netbook can be connected
to a full size keyboard, mouse and monitor. A typical netbook is
shown below to the right of a normal -sized laptop computer.

Laptop and netbook computers are usually "Internet ready"; they
can easily be connected to the Internet via a wireless router or
Internet access point. Simply switch on the computer's WiFi and
enter a security key or password (as discussed shortly).
16
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Computer Performance
Although you don't need an expensive super computer to make

good use of the Internet, a sluggish machine will spoil your
surfing experience.

Three of the most critical components affecting the perfo-mance
of a computer are the processor, the memory (also known as
RAM) and the hard disc drive.

The Processor
Often described as the brains of a computer, the processor can

also be likened to the engine room of a ship which powers
everything else. The processor carries out millions of instructions

when executing a program; the speed of a processor

is

measured in gigahertz (GHz) or thousands of millions of cycles

per second. While many new machines have
processor speeds of around 3 GHz, any machine
with a processor speed of 1 GHz or above should
be fine for Internet use. An AMD Athlon processor
chip is shown on the right.

The Memory or RAM

The memory stores the instructions and data which are being
used by the current program, which might be an Internet Web
browser or search engine, for example. If a computer has
insufficient memory for a particular task, the computer will run
very slowly. Memory or RAM is measured in megabytes (MB) or

gigabytes (GB) which stand for millions and thousands of
millions of characters respectively. A character is a letter of the
alphabet or digit 0-9, etc. New machines are currently being

delivered with 3 or 4GB of RAM but this is not essential for
general Internet use. Machines running the Windows Vista
operating system neec at least 1GB of RAM but preferably 2GB.
For the earlier Windows XP operating system 512MB should be
quite adequate. 1GB of RAM is recommended for Windows 7 (for
the 32 -bit version) and I have found this quite adequate.
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Increasing the memory is a simple and inexpensive job which
can yield very pleasing improvements in performance. It's just a
case of removing the cover of the computer and either fitting an
extra memory module (shown

on the right) or replacing a
module with one of a higher
capacity.

The Hard Disc Drive
This is a set of magnetic
discs inside the computer,

revolving at very high speed.
The

hard

disc

is

the

permanent store for all of
your programs and data files
including

copies

of

Web

pages which you've recently visited. The hard disc is also used
as temporary storage when a computer has insufficient memory
(RAM) for the current task. A computer will run badly if the hard
disc is nearly full. New computers may have a hard disc capacity
of 250 or even 500GB but most users can manage with less.

Shown below are the specifications of four inexpensive home
computers. These machines are not particularly powerful or state
of the art, but they are all used to surf the Internet quite happily
without any frustrating delays waiting for pages to load.

Windows
Version

Processor
Memory
Speed (GHz) (RAM)

Hard Disc
Capacity
(GB)

XP (Netbook)

1.6

448MB

68.5

XP (Laptop)

1.4

512MB

40

Vista (Desktop)

2.6

2GB

149

Windows 7(Desktop)
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Examining the Specification of a Computer
To check the specification of a computer, click the Start
button shown on the r gnt and then click Computer in
Windows Vista or Wirdows 7. (In

Windows XP click Start and My
Computer). The size of the hard
disc and the free space are
revealed, as shown on the right.

sr

70% free (1)

Local Disk (C )
:04 GB free of 149

Now click System properties in Vista or Windows 7 (in Windows

XP click View System Information) to check the amount of
Memory (RAM) and the speed (GHz) of the Processor.
System

Rating:

FISWindows Experience Index

Processor.

AMD Athlon(tm) Processor LE -1640 2.50 GHz

Memory (RAM):

2.00 GB

System type:

32 -bit Operating System

It Needn't Cost the Earth
You don't need to spend a fortune on an Internet computer; the
desktop machine running Windows Vista shown in the table on
the previous page cost under £300 new, including a slimline TFT
monitor. Netbook computers can be bought for around £200, as
discussed shortly and you won't need to spend much else, apart
from a monthly subscription to an Internet Service Provider.

Buying Second Hand
You could probably pick up an adequate second hand machine
for £100 or less. These may be advertised in your local paper or
on eBay, for example. Second hand electrical goods in particular

need to be carefully checked before buying and it may be
advisable to take along a knowledgeable friend. However, having
had numerous computers over many years I have found them to
be incredibly reliable with no expensive repairs needed.
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Adding a Printer
Once you start using the Internet, you'll probably find you need a
printer to make hard copies of Web pages to read away from the

computer. Also many Web sites provide copies of documents
such as notes and booklets on taxation or health matters or user
manuals for equipment and software; these are posted on the
Internet as Portable Document Format (PDF) files which can
be downloaded to your computer and printed out on paper. The
advantage of PDF files is that they can be read on any computer
and you don't need special software such as Microsoft Word to

read them. All you need is a program called Adobe Reader,
which can be downloaded free of charge from the Internet and
installed on your computer. Downloading and installing software
such as Adobe Reader is a simple task, as discussed later.

Shown below is an example of a multi -function inkjet printer.
These produce good quality output for both text and images,
including photographs. The multi -function title means the printer

also doubles up as an easy -to -use colour photocopier for
documents and photographs; you can also scan documents and
save the scanned image as a file on your hard disc or insert it in
a program such as a word processor.

Although a scanned image of a
text

document

is

like

a

photograph and can't normally
be edited, some scanners have
an OCR facility which converts
the image into text which can
then be edited in a text editing
program. Scanned images can
also be sent electronically as email attachments. This would be
useful

if

you

had some old

photographic prints and wanted
to e-mail copies to friends or relatives in Australia, for example.
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Internet Connections - Dial -up vs. Broadband
There are two main systems for deliver ng the Internet to your
computer, known as dial -up and broadband. Dial -up is the
original method of making a connectior and was widely used
until a few years ago. Although some people still use a dial -up
connection, it has been overtaken by broadband, for the following
reasons:

Broadband is many times faster than dial -up, giving better
searching and display of Web pages and enabling large
photographs, music and video files. etc., to be uploaded
and downloaded more quickly.

You can use a broadband connection and an ordinary
telephone handset simultaneously, using the same telephone socket. With dial -up it's one or the other. This can
be very inconvenient if you only have one BT line.

The broadband connection is always on throughout the
day, whereas with dial -up your computer needs to dial the
Internet server's telephone number for every session.

Some people may choose to continue with a dial -up Internet
service rather than graduate to broadband because:
The subscription to an Internet Service Provider for a dial up service is usually much cheaper than for broadband.

The speed of the dial -up service may be adequate for
their particular Internet activities, especially if they don't
want to download or upload very large multi -media files.

In a few areas of Britain a broadband service may not be
available because the local telephone exchange has not
been modified to deliver broadband.
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The Dial -up Modem
A dial -up modem is a device that converts the digital information
from a computer into the analogue format used by the telephone
lines. An external dial -up modem is a small box which
plugs into a standard BT telephone socket. Another
cable from the modem connects to one of the USB
ports on the computer, as shown on the right. Some
dial -up modems connect to the COM or serial

ports, i.e. sockets, on the computer, as shown Sron the right. An internal dial -up modem takes
the form of a small expansion card, a plug-in

,

circuit board inside the computer. Many computers already have
an internal dial -up modem built in; if not, a dial -up modem can be
bought for a few pounds.

The Broadband Modem

Broadband requires a special ADSL modem; this stands for
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. Asymmetric refers to the
fact that it's much faster to receive information into your
computer than to send it up to the Internet. Like the dial -up
modem, the ADSL modem can still use the ordinary copper
telephone cables but data is transferred at much higher speeds.
In addition telephone exchanges need to be modified to offer a
broadband service. This has been the stumbling block preventing
some areas receiving broadband.

One cable from the ADSL modem connects to one of the USB
ports on the computer as shown above; another cable connects

the ADSL modem to a telephone socket via a splitter or
microfilter shown on the right. The
splitter enables you to use the Internet
the same time as making a
telephone call; this may be useful if you
are expecting a phone call while using
the Internet or to seek computing help
using a telephone helpline.
at
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The Wireless pouter
Many homes now have more than one computer, especially with

the increased sales of laptop and netbook computers. The
wireless router is a device which enables one broadband activated telephone lire to be shared wirelessly between several
computers; the router may contain a built-in ADSL modem or the
modem may be a separate device.

Some networks use special Ethernet cables

to connect
computers and wireless routers generally have some sockets for
Ethernet cables, so its possible to have a mixed wireless and

cabled network. Many businesses still use cable networks as
they are very fast; however, for the home user, wireless networks
are a better solution as they avoid the need to drill holes in walls

and have wires trailing around the home. The wireless router
needs to be situated near to a telephone socket in your home.
Once the network is up and running the computers can be used
anywhere in the house, flat or garden; the wireless signals,
radio waves, can penetrate several walls and floors.

Wireless routers may have a built-in firewall to prevent hackers
getting access to your computer. The firewall is a program stored
in the permanent memory of the router. This type of program is
known as firmware; although regarded as semi -permanent, it is
possible to update a firmware program with a later version.
Wireless routers are often provided free when you sign up with
an Internet Service Provider; even if you only have one laptop or
netbook computer, the wireless router is an excellent way to get
online.

The BT Home Hub shown on the next page is a popular wireless
router and includes a built-in ADSL modem. Diagnostic lights on
the front of the Hub indicate when broadband and wireless are
working correctly and when upgrading is taking place. There is
also a button to restart the router; this sometimes provides the
solution to a connection problem.
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Ports on a Router
Shown on the right is the rear

of a wireless router,

in this

case the BT Home Hub. Above
the row of ports or sockets is a
label giving various security
details for the router, intended

to prevent other people using
the connection to the Internet
which

you

are

paying

for.

These are the Network name
or SSID (Service Set Identifier)
and
the
Wireless
key.

Whenever someone tries to
connect to your network for the
first time, they need to enter the wireless key. Otherwise anyone

nearby such as a neighbour or impecunious student with a
laptop in the street outside could use your Internet connection.

The white left-hand socket in the group of sockets above is used

for the cable which connects the router to the broadband
telephone socket, via a filter, as mentioned previously. The green

socket is for connecting a telephone handset. The four yellow
Ethernet sockets have several uses, such as the initial setting up
of the router using an Ethernet cable connected to a computer.

The Ethernet sockets can also be used to create a wired
network, using Ethernet cables and adaptors instead of wireless
technology. A further use of one of the Ethernet sockets is for a
cable to connect the BT Vision digital box, as discussed on page
31. On the right of the router above is the socket for the power
cable; finally there is a USB socket to connect a cable to a USB
port on a computer (as an alternative to an Ethernet cable.) This

might be used in the initial setting up process before your
wireless connection is working.
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Wireless Network Adaptors
Each computer on the wireless network must have some form of

wireless network adaptor fitted. This enables the network
computer to send and receive information from the router. Laptop
and netbook computers normally have this technology built-in as

standard enabling them to get straight onto the Internet. A
desktop machine may need a wireless network adapter which
can be bought for a few pounds and fitted quite easily.

The Wireless Dongle

The adaptor can be in the form of a dongle as shown below.
This plugs into a USB port on the front or back of the computer,
as shown on page 22.

The wireless dongle above is shown plugged into a desktop
stand with a USB extension cable; although the dongle may be
plugged directly into a USB port on the computer, the extension

cable allows you to move the dongle around to optimize the
strength of the wireless signal.
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The Wireless Adaptor Card
Alternatively the wireless network adaptor may be an expansion
card as shown below. This fits inside the computer case. There is
also a small aerial which can be moved around to optimize the
signal strength. Network adaptors should be compatible with a
Wi-Fi standard known as 802.11b. g. or n.

Fitting a wireless network adaptor card is not difficult; it's simply a
case of taking the cover off the computer and carefully pushing

the card into one of the spare PCI slots on the computer's
motherboard, the large circuit board to which everything else
connects.

A network adaptor dongle or card may be included in a wireless
router package and they can be purchased for under £10 from
computer shops and by mail order. The package should also
include installation instructions and a CD containing the driver
software needed to make the device work with your computer.
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Introduction
An Internet Service Provider (ISP)

is

a company which

manages connections to the Internet for individual users. This is
done using powerful computers known as Web servers. Apart
from enabling you to search the World Wide Web and display
Web pages. the ISP usually also provides your e-mail facilities.
Some Internet Service Providers also have their own Web pages
displaying content such as news, sport and the weather. The
choice of Internet Service Providers is huge. although there are
a few household names which dominate the market such as BT,

02. Virgin Media, TalkTalk, AOL and the Post Office. Most
broadband is delivered through the BT telephone network,
alternatives being fibre optic television cables (Virgin Media),
satellite, local wireless networks and the mob le telephone
network. Not all services are available in every area.

If you already have access to the Internet, there are some
useful Web sites wh ch compare ISPs and also tell you which
types of broadband are available in your area. If you don't yet
have Internet access, your local libra'y may provide Internet
computers enabling you to log on and do your own research.

Broadband 'checker
Broadband Summary
Broadband services for the v1b3 /PQ area on 23rd June 2009

ADsi

ADS1 Broadband losing a standard BT bolo is avertable
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X Cade Broadband 15 not available kom the sensce powders we checked

Selellite

tie

Satellite T/ Broadband is available

Mobile 36

le

Mobile Beoadbanc lor your PC using weeless 3G

Broadband senoces way be subject to adrbbonal foe tests and available network capacily e your yea
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Shown on the previous page is an extract from the Broadband
checker Web site at www.broadbandchecker.co.uk. After
entering your post code, the Web page displays the Internet
services available in your area. The extract shows that my area
is served by ADSL broadband using a BT line from the local
telephone exchange, which has been broadband "enabled". This

may not always be the case in some remote areas. The
Broadband checker extract also shows that cable broadband is
not available in the area but satellite and mobile broadband are.
The Broadband checker also lists a number of Internet Service
Providers available in the area. There are several other
broadband comparison Web sites on the Internet such as Top 10
Broadband at www.top10-broadband.co.uk. shown in the
extract below. After entering your post code this shows
broadband services available in your area.
Packages available to you
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If you've not yet got access to an Internet computer, perhaps you

could enlist an Internet "savvy" friend or relative who can help
you look at the various comparison Web sites. You could also

ask them about their own choice of ISP. Our own Internet
Service Provider for the last few years has been BT Broadband
and we have seen no reason to change; the service has always
been very reliable and there is good telephone support.
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Choosing an Internet Service Provider
You can see from the previous table the criteria on which Internet

Service Providers are compared; some suppliers offer various
packages such as light, heavy or unlimited Internet usage. The
following list suggests some criteria to compare Internet Service
Providers and perhaps discuss with more experienced friends.

Criteria for Choosing an Internet Service Provider
Availability of a broadband service in your area.
The monthly subscription.
The speed for downloading information.

The amount of downloading "traffic' allowed per month.
The minimum length of your contract with the ISP.

The reliability of the service - freedom from "down -time".
Quality and availability of telephone and e-mail support.
Cost or ease of setting up the Internet connection initially.

Any special signing on offers such as a free wireless
router, mobile modem "dongle" or free laptop computer.
Provision of free Internet security and anti -virus software.

Any penalties or difficulties if changing to another ISP.

Download Speed

This is important because it is the speed at which Web pages
open on the screen and large files such as music and video can
be transferred to your computer from the Internet.
Download speeds are measured in Megabits per second (Mbps)

or millions of bits per second. A character or letter of the
alphabet occupies about 10 bits.

Many Internet Service Providers are currently offering speeds of

up to 8 or 10Mbps, with others offering 2Mbps. 20Mbps and
Virgin Media offering 50Mbps over fibre optic cables.
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Monthly Charges for Broadband
Although the first 3 months may be at a reduced rate, typically
E5-£8 per month, after that you can expect to pay more like £15-

£20 for a limited amount of usage with nearer £25-£30 for
unlimited downloads. If you exceed your monthly download
allowance of, say, 10GB of information downloaded, you are
charged for the extra usage.

Contract
You are normally required to enter into an agreement to pay the
subscription for either 12 or 18 months. There may be a cooling
off period allowing you to cancel the agreement and obtain a
refund but you may be expected to return any free equipment
provided as part of the initial offer. Your chosen ISP package
should allow you to set up one or more e-mail accounts and may
also provide server space for you to create your own Web site.
Dial -Up Internet Services

Although broadband now dominates the advertisements

in

newspapers and magazines, dial -up users are still catered for. A
dial -up service may be adequate if you are only a light Internet
user with just a small amount of Web browsing each week and
perhaps some e -mailing. All you need is a dial -up modem which

plugs into a port on your computer and this connects to the
Internet via an ordinary, unmodified phone line. Some dial -up
services are free, i.e. there is no monthly subscription, although
you will have to pay your telephone company for the time the line
is used. This should be charged at the rate for local telephone
calls. Tiscali, now part of TalkTalk, at the time of writing offered a
pay-as-you-go dial -up service charged at 1p for each minute
surfing the net while another package allowed up to 150 hours a
month for a fixed monthly fee of £14.99.
It should be remembered that a dial -up connection will not allow

you to download large image or video files unless you are
prepared to wait a very long time - hours rather than minutes.
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Other ISP Services
As well as providing and managing your Internet connection and

e-mail services, some Internet Service Providers offer other
related services, such as:

Phones
Some broadband packages, such as BT, Sky and Tiscali, include
cheap or unlimited evening and weekend phone calls.

Digital Television
Both Sky and BT offer a digital television service. We have been
using BT Vision for about two years and have found it to be a

giant leap forward compared with earlier systems, in terms of
ease of use, speed, reliability and powerful features. The BT
Vision television service offered with BT Broadband includes a
free digital television recorder box. The box has a built-in 160GB
hard disc. The TV box and the BT Home Hub are connected
either by an Ethernet cable or by wireless adaptors. If necessary
you can pay to have BT Vision installed by a BT engineer, but it's
not difficult to do the job yourself. Among the many features of
BT Vision are:
Pausing and restarting of live television.

Over 70 FreeView TV and radio channels available.
The ability to record up to 80 hours of TV programs.
Scheduled recording of TV programs including series.

Record two programs simultaneously including the one
you are currently watching.

Easy replaying and eventual deletion of recordings.

Films, TV programs and sport, etc., available on demand
for downloading at any time, for an extra charge.

Constantly updated TV Guide giving program schedules
for two weeks ahead.
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Making an Internet Connection
After reviewing the various broadband options and packages
available in your area you need to sign up for an account with an
Internet Service Provider. Apart from BT themselves, many other
ISPs use the BT telephone lines to deliver their service;
regardless of which ISP you are using, before you can connect to

the Internet your broadband ADSL line must be activated in
your local telephone exchange by a BT engineer. This may take
about a week and there may be an activation charge.

Setting Up a Wireless Router
This is a very popular method of connecting to the Internet via an
ADSL i.e. "broadband -enabled" telephone line. It allows one or
more computers to get access to the Internet from anywhere in
your home or garden, without the need to drill holes in walls and
trail untidy cables around the rooms.

As well as a free wireless router, ISPs may also provide one or
more microfilters or splitters to allow the Internet to be used at
the same time as an ordinary telephone. The microfilter has two
sockets, one to accept a cable from the router and one for a

cable from the telephone handset. A short cable from the
microfilter plugs into the telephone socket on
the wall. BT recommend fitting a microfilter to

every telephone socket in your home. The
filter

prevents

interference

from

other

electrical devices which may be plugged into
telephone sockets.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, each computer on a wireless network

needs to be fitted with a wireless network adaptor; modern
laptops and netbooks have this wireless capability built in as
standard, although it may need to be switched on. The wireless
switch may be on the front or side of a laptop. Some desktop
machines may need a wireless network adaptor to be fitted, at a
cost of a few pounds.
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Your Internet Service Provider should send you clear instructions
for connecting the rot. ter and its various cables. Once connected

the power to the router is switched on and all being well the
diagnostic lights on the router should indicate everything is
operating correctly. The next step is to place a computer near to

the router, start it up and insert the CD provided by your ISP.
Now follow the instructions on the screen.

If, perhaps to understand your system better, you prefer to use a
manual approach to setting up a wireless broadband router, you
can use the Connect to a network feature in Microsoft Windows

Vista or XP. Click Start and Connect To and follow the
instructions on the screen; you may need to enter a user name
and password provided by your ISP. In Windows 7 click Start,

Control Panel, Network and Internet and Connect to a
network.
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During the initial sett ng up process it may be necessary to have

a computer connected directly to the router with an Ethernet
cable. Once the router is up and running the Ethernet cable can
be removed.
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After installing the software from
the CD or using the Connect To
feature

in

Windows,

a

small

Not Connected
Wireless networks are available.
,rixt

Internet icon (consisting of either
one or two monitors as shown on

<

i5

l

06 44

the right) should appear in the

Notification Area on the Taskbar at the bottom right of the screen
in Windows XP and Vista. The icon will probably display a red
cross, indicating that the Internet is not yet connected; hover the
cursor over this icon and it should display the message Wireless
networks are available, as shown above. The Windows 7 icon

is shown on the right, with an orange
Connections are a.ailable
star, indicating that connection to the
9.413 AM

Internet has not been made yet.

8/25/XKI9

Double-click the Internet icon and from
the small window which pops up, click Connect to a network. A
list of nearby wireless networks is displayed, including yours, as
shown below:

dilliCcnnecticn:

are a.. allable

reless Neto,crk Ccnnecticn 2
BTHcmeHub-5778
Name: BTHcrneHub-5778 1
Signal Strength: Fair
Rif
Security Type:
Radio Type: 802.11g
SSID: BTHomeHub-5778

In this example, two networks have been detected, BTHomeHub
-5778 and whitebox, belonging to a neighbour. The name of a

network is also called the SSID or Service Set Identifier in
Internet jargon. Click the name of your connection, such as the
BTHomeHub and then click the Connect button, before entering
the wireless key given to you by your Internet Service Provider.
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Entering the Security Key
The security key or password must be entered into every
computer the first time it is connected to the router. If you don't
have a secure network i.e. requiring a security key, any of your
neighbours or someone nearby with a laptop could use your

Internet connection and possibly hack into your data. The
dialogue box for entering the security key is shown below:
Type the network security key or passphrase for BTHomeHub2-SW8N
The person vetsc setup the net.sorl can give you the key w passphrase

ecunty key or passphrase:

Qesplay characters

Finally Connected to the Internet
All being well, once you click Connect you will be told that you
are successfully connected to the router and the Interne:. This is
also indicated by the Internet icon which should appear as shown
below, depending on your version of Windows. These are found
on the right of the Taskbar along the bottom of the screen.

Connected to the Internet

Windows XP

Windows Vista

Windows 7

Not Connected to the Internet

rr.7

.

Windows XP

Windows Vista

Windows 7
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Checking Your Internet Connection
Right -click the Internet icon at the bottom right of the screen, as
shown on page 35 then click Network and Sharing Center. This

dialogue box allows you to view many aspects of your new
wireless network. You can also set up your network so that files,

printers and other resources can be shared by

of the

all

computers on the network.
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Broadband Speed

Finally you can check the speed of your broadband Internet
connection. As stated at the bottom of page 29, download
speeds are measured in Megabits or millions of bits per second,
with performance varying from 2 to 50Mbps depending on the

system. 8-10Mbps is currently considered a good broadband
speed. The download speeds stated above are nominal; in
practice these may not be achieved because of factors such as
the distance of your home from the local telephone exchange.
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Checking Broadband Speed

The broadband speeds quoted in ISPs advertisements are
usually download speeds; this is because downloading is what
the ordinary user does most of the time when using the Internet.
Downloading involves opening Web pages and copying files,
documents, software, music and video from the Web server to

their client computer. Unless we are professional Web page

designers or Web "masters", most of us spend less time
uploading files to the Internet, updating Web pages or uploading
new Web sites.
You can check your broadband speed by logging onto a Web site
such as:
www.broadbandspeedchecker.co.uk

Now follow the instructions on the screen to test the upload and
download speeds of your broadband cornection.
The image below shows the result of running the speed checker
on my Windows Vista computer:

Download Speed
6208 Kbps

Upload ;peed
297 <bps

From the above speed test it can be seen that my Internet
connection via a BT Home Hub wireless router has a download
speed of 6208Kbps or just over 6Mbps. Note that the upload
speed of 297Kbps is only a small fraction of the download speed.
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The Future
Competition

between

Internet

Service

Providers

and

the

demands of customers for more powerful systems is leading to
ever faster download speeds. These greater speeds are required
for the downloading of large files such as films and TV programs
on demand. Not long ago most people were using a dial -up
modem, forerunner to the broadband system. with a nominal
download speed of only 56Kbps (Kilobits per second) or 56,000
bits per second. Now a relatively slow broadband connection of
2Mbps is still about 35 times faster than the dial -up connection,
while a not uncommon 8Mbps system would be well over 100
times faster.

Virgin Media, which supplies broadband over its fibre optic cable
television network, recently announced a 50Mbps (nominal)
download speed. At 50 Mbps a two-hour film would take about 3
minutes to download. Dial -up would take several hours. In the
future, Internet and television may converge completely in the
home, with a single Internet connection providing Web browsing
together with all your films and television programs on demand.

Broadband speeds in several other countries are currently
considerably much higher than in the United Kingdom. At the
time of writing, (in 2009), the Government White Paper, entitled
Digital Britain, has set a target to enable everyone in the United

Kingdom to have access to 2Mbps broadband by 2012 and
10Mbps by 2013. This might be financed by a "broadband" tax on
landlines. BT is installing 40Mbps fibre optic broadband cables in
various parts of the United Kingdom, starting with Scotland.

Modems in the form of dongles which plug into a laptop should,
in theory, be able to connect to the Internet while on the move

anywhere in the UK, so you don't have to find a WiFi access
point in a hotel or station, etc. BT Mobile Broadband uses a
USB dongle modem to give a 7.2Mbps download speed; this
should be available to 80% of the United Kingdom.

4
Surfing the Net
Introduction
This chapter covers the use of a Microsoft Windows computer to

begin exploring the Net. Windows XP, Windows Vista and
Windows 7 are supplied with their own Web browser, known as
Internet Explorer: a b.-owser is a program for finding information
and displaying Web pages. The European Parliament ruled that
other manufacturers of browsers should be able to compete with
Microsoft in the Windows browser market. Microsoft responded
by offering a "ballot screen" allowing users of Internet Explorer a
chance to download and use a different browser.

At the time of writing Internet
Explorer is by far the most
commonly used browser,

fnie-rnet Explorer

.

denfollowed by Mozille Firefox.
This chapter is based on
Internet Explorer but alternative
browsers are discussec in Chapter 5. The latest version. Internet
Explorer 8, can be downloaded free of charge from:
www.microsoft.com
Some of the main fun:tons of a Web browser are:

Displaying Web pages on the screen.

Searching for Web pages containing specific information.

Moving between Web pages using clickable links.
Displaying Web pages after entering the Web address.
Bookmarking Web pages for future reference.

Downloading files such as videos, music and documents.
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Launching Internet Explorer
From the Start Menu
Internet Explorer sits at the top of the Start Menu which
is displayed by clicking the Start button at the bottom
left-hand corner of the screen, as shown on the right.

Click over the Internet icon or the word Internet to launch the
Internet Explorer program. The program opens at the Internet
Home Page, as shown near the top of page 42.

Using the Quick Launch Internet Explorer Icon
The Taskbar is the
horizontal
strip
along

long
the

bottom of the screen. On the
left of the Taskbar is the Start button, shown above. To the right

of the Start button on the Taskbar you may see some more
icons, as shown above. On Windows XP and Vista, this is the
Quick Launch toolbar and provides very easy access to various
programs and features. On
Windows 7 the left-hand side of
the Taskbar is slightly different,
as shown on the right.
Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 all have an Internet
Explorer icon, as shown on the right, on the left-hand

side of the Taskbar. This allows you to start Internet
Explorer with a single click of the left mouse button.
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Displaying the Quick Launch Toolbar (XP and Vista)
If you can't see the Quick Launch toolbar, right -click over a blank

area of the Taskbar along the bottom of the screen. From the

menu which pops up select Toolbars and then click Quick
Launch to make sure it is ticked. as shown below. The Quick
Launch toolbar icons should now be displayed. as shown on the
previous page.
Address

Toolbars

Windows Media Player

Cascade Windows

links

Show Windows Stacked

Tablet PC Input Panel

Show Windows Side by Side

Desktop

Show the Desktop

V

Quick launch

Task Mana er

Adding Programs to the Quick Launch Menu (XP and Vista)
You can add programs to the Quick Launch toolbar by dragging
their icons onto the toolbar. To drag a program icon, place the
cursor over the icon on the Windows Desktop or on the Start
Menu, then, keeping the left-hand button held down, move the
cursor over the Quick Launch toolbar and release the mouse
button. For example, if the Internet Explorer icon shown

on the right was not present when the Quick Launch
toolbar was displayed on the Taskbar.

The Home Page
Whenever you launch Internet Explorer, the computer displays
the Home Page. This is often the MSN page shown on the next
page, but you can use any page you like as you- Home Page.
This can be done using Internet Opticns from the Tools menu
in Internet Explorer: or you can click the Home icon on
the left of the Command Bar towards the top right of the
screen, as shown below.

Y\
'I

'

TA

Page

Safety

Tools 9
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Changing the Home Page

When you first start up the Internet it may be displaying the
default Home Page at http://uk.msn.com/ as shown below.

.1
4

014.4

5...1.0.41 Le. -

14er Add 4o4

-+

tia...t tr..

-

-

van.- la- 0.

WITH POWER COMES
RESPONSIBILITY

IOW* Avo Man*.

However, you can change the Home Page to whatever you like.
First open the Web page which is to be used as the new Home

Page. Then from the Menu Bar across the top of the Internet
Explorer screen, select Tools and Internet Options and make
sure the General tab is selected. Now click Use current as
shown below, followed by Apply and OK to set the currently
open Web page as your new Home Page.
_ ....
Internet
al

yaNsoviakIIMP"3".1( I
Searity I Privacy kontent 1 Comections

Progr

I Advanced

Home page

isa

To create home page tabs, type each address on Its ov,n Isle.

htt

o m crosOLT con', Iv

I

Use current

r' 'Thoi Ic1=69157

Use &fait

Use blank

Alternatively click the arrow on the Home icon shown on
the right and then click Add or Change Home Page...
and Use this web page as your only home page.
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Clickable Links
If you open the Home Page in Internet Explorer and move the
cursor around the screen, you'll notice that the form of the cursor
changes to a hand when it's over certain screen objects. Objects
causing the hand to appear can be either pictures or text; the

appearance of the hand indicates a link, also known as a
hyperlink. While the cursor is over a text link the wo-ds are
underlined as shown below for the Travel link. Clicking a link
causes the Web browser to locate and display another Web
page. This new Web page may be in another part of the current
Web site or it may be on a different Web site on another Web
server anywhere in the world.

The example below shows an extract from Internet Exp orer 8.
with links representing various categories or directories.
Travel

Sport

TV

Life & Style

Lottery

Jobs

Horo;copes Games

Weather Environment
Auctions

Shopping

Clicking the Travel link opens another Web page, Travel
Features, which contains many more links, as shown in blue in
the extract below.
LAST MIME DEALS front ebookerscoom
Woriciwkie oty breaks from E 1.10

Book together and save from E 199

Summer holeday deals from f 199

Mediterranean hotels from £29

Stay 3 pay, 2 Marnott Exdusive

Baton's hckien retreats from £75.

Up to 10% off worldwide :ar hre

Bank hoiday deals from

135

MORE ON MSN TRAVEL

The wonders of West Sussex
Enjoy a star-cabon en Bntari and enjoy views yitsch oval the
French atm
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Clicking the link Britain's hidden retreats from £79 shown in
the extract at the bottom of the previous page launches the
ebookers.com Web site shown below.

Britain's hidden retreats

Each of the tabs shown above, such as Home, Flights, Hotel,
Car Hire, etc., is a link to further Web pages allowing you to
check the various services and make bookings online.

Forward and Back

When you've moved between a series of Web pages, the
Forward and Back buttons at the top left of the screen display
white arrows against a blue background, as shown
on the right and below. These provide a quick and
easy way of moving in either direction between Web
pages that you've previously visited.
c

Holidays, travel and tourism, air travel, hotels and tourist attractions

CP
File

Edit

View

Favorites

Tools

Help

Starting from your own Home Page, you can move about the
Internet from Web page to Web page and between Web sites all

over the world. All this is achieved simply by clicking the links
between Web pages.
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Returning to Your Home Page
No matter how many Web pages you've visited you can

'

.114

always return straight back to your Home Page by
clicking the Home icon on the Command Bar towards

I

the top right of the Internet Explorer screen.
w

Page w

Safety w

Tools w

Displaying Toolbars
If the Command Bar above is not displayed on your computer,
click View and Toolbars and click to make sure there is a tick
against Command Bar (and any other toolbars you may need.)
NOP http

File

Edit

.4, Favorite

-,:nspert skysports_corn :!c

F avontes

Tools

'0.19528,12040_5411:83,00.h-ml

Help

Toolbars

V

Menu Bar

V

Favorites Bar

Conwnand Bar

Wore Bars

,/

Go To
Stop
Refresh

Googk Toolbar

Esc
F5

Status Bar

V

Lock the Toolbars

Displaying the Latest Version of a Web Page

Some Web pages have to be updated at regular intervals
throughout the day. For example, when checking live flight
arrivals at one of the airports your computer may not be
displaying the latest updated information if the page has been
loaded on your computer for quite some time. To display the
latest version of a Web page, select View from the Menu Bar
shown above and then click Refresh.
Surfing the Internet using the clickable links is fine for some
purposes but you often need other methods to move directly to
specific Web sites or find out about particular topics. These other
methods are discussed in the next few pages and in Chapter 5.
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Typing in a Web Address
To use this method of navigating to a Web site, you obviously
need to obtain the address, perhaps from an advertisement, or
newspaper article. Exact spelling and punctuation are important.
Every Web site has a unique address, such as:

http://www.mycompany.co.uk/
This is entered manually into the Address Bar across the top of
the Internet Explorer Web browser, as shown below:

p,r

0,1 .

http://www.mycompany.co.uk/
In computing jargon, the address of a Web site is known as a
URL or Uniform Resource Locator. In the above example, the
meanings of the parts of the address are as follows:

http:

HyperText Transfer Protocol. This is a set of rules used by
Web servers. ftp is another protocol used for transferring files
across the Internet.

www
This means the site is part of the World Wide Web.

mycompany.co.uk
This part of the Web address is known as the domain name.

mycompany
This is the name of the company or organization hosting the site.

co.uk
This denotes a Web site owned by a UK company. co is known
as the domain type.
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Other common Web s to domain types include:

biz

Business

corn

Company or Commercial organisation

eu

European Community

info

Information site or service

me.uk

UK individual

org

Non-profit making organization

gov

Government

net

Internet company

In addition, some Web addresses include the code for a country,
such as fr and uk as in:

www.bbc.co.uk/
If you know the address of a Web site, enter this into the Address
Bar at the top of the Web browser as shown below. (In practice

you can usually miss out the http://www. part of the address.
This will be filled in automatically.)
Hotmail, News, Sport, Musk, Movie -s, Money, Cars, ShOPPON
1P.

111P.

http: //www.myc om pa n y. c o.0

When you press Enter your browser should connect to the Web
site and display its Home Page on the screen. Then you can start
moving about the site using the links within the page
X
as described earlier. If you click the small downward
pointing arrowhead to the left of three icons shown

on the right, a drop -down menu appears with a list of the
addresses of your recently visited Web sites, as shown on the
next page. If you click one of the addresses it will be placed in
the Address Bar and you can then connect to the Web site by
pressing Enter (if this doesn't happen automatically).
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r BBC - Hornepage - Windows Internet Explorer
CCU

File

Edit

yt Favorites
MB BBC - Hor

tt://www.bbc cc uk'
http://bbc.co.uk/

Shift * Enter

http://www.ispreview.co.uk/

http://wvnvlish4.co.uk/homes/
http://google.co.uk/

httr//amazon.co.uk/
http://babanibooks.corn/

Sometimes you may notice the icons on the right

of the Address Bar will change to the group

V

X

shown on the right. These have the following functions:
Display a clickable list of previously visited Web addresses
Use Compatibility View for older Web site designs
Refresh the Web page with the latest information

X

Stop trying to connect to the specified Web site

If you start typing a Web address that you've entered before, the
browser displays a list of suggested complete addresses under
the Address Bar. If the address that you require is displayed,
click its entry in the list to connect to the Web site.

Searching Using the Address Bar
The next chapter covers searching the Web for information on a
specific subject; this is normally done by entering the relevant

keywords into a special program known as a search engine.
Google is probably the most well-known search engine at the
present time. However, you can enter keywords, such as wild
orchid, for example, into the Address Bar in Internet Explorer as
shown below; the default search engine then produces a list of
links to Web sites containing your keywords on their pages.
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Web Sites of Special Interest
There are many Web sites containing useful information for older
people. The following Web addresses can be typed straight in
after clicking in the Address Bar. There's no need to enter http://
every time. Most of the Web sites give advice and information on
topics such as health, finance and travel for the over 50s.

www.ageconcern.org.uk Age Concern Web Site.
www.agepartnersh p.co.uk Equity release specialists.
www.aarp.org Discounts, magazine and online information.

www.cennet.co.uk Holidays for the over 50s.
www.direct.gov.uk Guide to government services.
www.dwp.gov.uk Advice on benefits, work and pensions.

www.fiftyplus.co.uk Fashion catalogue for people over 50.

www.friendsreunited.com Catch up with old school friends.
www.digitalunite.com Digital Unite (DU) - computer training
for the over 50s.

www.helptheaged.org.uk Support for older people.
www.kelkoo.co.uk Price checks on Internet goods for sale.
www.laterlife.com Promotes a fuller life for the over 50s.

www.moneysupermarket.com Comparisons of prices of
goods and services.
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www.neighbourhoodwatch.net Promotes home security.
www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk Advice and help with illness.
www.opin.org.uk Older People's Information Network.

www.overfiftiesfriends.co.uk Senior social networking.
www.primeiniative.org.uk Encourages over 50s enterprise.
www.rias.co.uk Insurance for over 50s.
www.saga.co.uk Wide range of services for older people.

www.seniority.co.uk Internet community for over 50s.

www.seniorsnetwork.co.uk News and information.
www.ship-Itd.org Release capital tied up in your home.

www.silversurfers.net Provides links to an enormous range
of Web sites relevant to over 50s in particular.

www.sixtyplusurfers.co.uk Online magazine for over 60s.
www.theoldie.co.uk A witty magazine for all ages.

www.thewillsite.co.uk Help in making your own will.

www.thisismoney.co.uk Guide to savings and oans.
www.travel55.co.uk Holidays for older people.

www.uswitch.com Look for cheapest gas, electricity and
telephone, etc.
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The Keyword Search
So far we have looked at two ways of moving to different Web
pages:

1. By clicking text or picture links on the current Web page.

2. By typing the address or URL of a Web page into the
Address Bar in Internet Explorer.

The World Wide Web also enables you to find information easily
on specific topics. No other source of information, such as books,
magazines, etc., can match the Web for the sheer quality and

quantity of information and its ease of retrieval. This is made
possible by the ability to search through billions of Web pages
and list those which contain certain keywords.
Suppose you are a bird watcher and want to find out about the
Red Kite. Simply enter the name of the bird into the Search Bar
in Internet Explorer, as shown below.
1'5

UK

niSn.

red UM

Imager,

Maps

V.deDs

Shopp.ng

bang

UK Only Popiiplar searches The AaheM I money, trap gn c...7 ,

When you press Enter or click the magnifying glass icon above,

the search program, known as a search engine, instantly
produces a list of search results, as shown on the next page. In
this example, Microsoft's Bing search engine is being used but

there are many others including the world famous Google,
discussed in the next chapter. Most searches only take a fraction
of a second and can produce millions of results.

Each of the results in :he list includes the title of the Web page,
underlined and in blue; this is a clickable link to the Web page.
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red kite
0 Show al

Only from united Kenstaom

The RSPB Red kite
This magruficently graceful bird of prey is unmistakable with its reddish brown body angled
wings and deeply forked tail It was saved from national extinction by one of the world

Red Kite Feeding Station - Gigrin Farm,
Provides information on red kites bordwatching opportunities holidays at Gignn Farm
Kitewatchers Wildlife Breaks and the Welsh Kite Trust
gegrin co uk

Lachea pan.,

Red Kite
School minibuses and minibus conversions

Shown above is just a very small sample of the millions of search
results. In this example, the first result connects to the RSPB

Web site, allowing you to see videos, hear sound recordings and
read facts about the Red Kite.

Narrowing Down a Search
Although nearly 8 million Web pages were fount containing the
words Red Kite, not all of them are relevant to the current bird
search; for example one result above is a link to a Red Kite bus
company. Adding the word bird to the keywords in this case
would narrow down the search and eliminate many such
irrelevant results. Fortunately search engines usually put the
most relevant results at the top of the list and you normally find
the information you need very quickly.
Cached Web Pages

The Cached page links above display earlier (but probably still
informative) versions of Web pages currently unavailable.
Sponsored sites
These are links to companies paying to have their names at the
top of relevant search results. For example, results of searches
for books will be headed by links to well-known book retailers.
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Revisiting Web Pages
You often need to return to a Web site at a later date, such as an
online bank account or supermarket shopping site. As discussed

shortly, Internet Explorer automatically creates a list of links to
recently visited Web pages in its History feature. Or you can
add the current Web site to your list of Favorites (American
spelling). (Some browsers refer to such Web site links which
have been created by the user as Bookmarks).

Creating a Desktop Shortcut Icon
For a really quick and direct way to return to a Web page you
frequently use, you can place an icon for it on the Windows
Desktop. First open the required Web page and right -click over a

blank area. From the menu which pops up select Create
Shortcut. When asked if you want to place a
shortcut icon to the Web site on your desktop, click
the Yes button. In future, double-clicking the new
desktop icon immediately launches the Web site, in
this example online shopping at www.tesco.com.

Displaying the Windows Desktop
To display the Windows Desktop at any time, click the
Show desktop icon shown on the right. This is found
on the Quick Launch toolbar on the
Taskbar, shown on the right, at the
tar
bottom left of the Windows XP and

Vista screen. On Windows 7 the
Desktop can be displayed at any time
by clicking the rectangular Show
desktop button just visible on the
extreme right of the Windows 7 Taskbar as shown on the right.
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The Favorites Feature
The Favorites Bar across the top of the screen is shown below
under the Menu Bar (File, Edit, View, etc.). The Favorites Bar
lets you return to Web pages visited days or weeks before.
File

View

Edit

Favorites

Took

Help

lir Favorites
Clicking the Favorites button
above opens a list of links to Web

pages as shown on the

File

Edit

View

Ar Favorites

right.

These have been "bookmarked"
by the user for future use. To add
a Web page to the Favorites list,
open the page on the screen and

Favorites

Tools

Help

4

.4 Add to Favorites.Favorites

Feeds History

Microsoft Websites
MSN Websites
Windows Live

click Favorites from the Menu al House for sale - Beanbum. Ayton, BenvicItsbQuality self catering accomodation in UNA)._
Bar above, then select Add to I Google
Image Result for http--swriviontbur...
Favorites.... To return to this e littp--www.northumbeitandnationaiparLorg..
Web page at any time, simply
click the Web site's entry in the Favorites list. You can also add a
link to the current Web site to the Favorites Bar across the top of
the screen. Open the Web page, such as Babani Books

for example, then click the star icon to the right of the
word Favorites.
File

Edit

iot Favorites

View

Favorites

Took

Help

Babani Books

F

Clicking the small arrowhead next to Ao Add to Favorites...
Add to Favorites... shown here on the
right displays a menu enabling you to organize your Favorites
into folders for different categories; you can also delete or
rename them and import or export them to different computers.
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The History Feature
The History feature is another list of previously -visited Web sites,
but, unlike Favorites, it is created automatically by
Internet Explorer. To display the History list, click ,4 Favorites
the Favorites button shown on File Edit View Favorites Tools Help
the right above, then select the
Favor*

History tab as shown on the
right. To return to a Web site

which you've previously visited,
click the entry for the site in the
drop -down History list, as
shown on the right. A Web site
can be deleted from the History

list by right -clicking the site's
entry and then clicking Delete
from the small menu which
appears.

#1, Add to ;avorites...
Favorites I Feeds

History

Kliew By Date

3 Weeks Ago
R 2 Weeks Ago
Last Week

babanibooks (www.babanibooks.com)
bbc (www.bbc.co.uk)
news.bbc (news.bbc.co.uk)
nghtmove (www.rightmove,:o.uk)
4D. uk.msn (uk.msn.com)

You can specify how long you
wish to keep pages in the History list. From the Internet Explorer
Menu Bar, select Tools, Internet Options and make sure the
General tab is selected. Under Browsing history click the
Settings button. You can now set the number of Days to keep
pages in history:, as shown below.
History

Specify how many days Internet Explorer should save the kst
of websites you have visited.
Days to keep pages in history:

20

Use the small arrows shown above to increase or decrease the
number of days, before clicking the OK button to finish. There is
also a button, shown on the right, to delete all of your browsing

history. This is accessed from Tools, Internet
Options, the General tab and Browsing history.

Delete...
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Tabbed Browsing
This feature, included in Internet Explorer 7 and 13, enables you
to open several Web sites in one Window. Previous versions of
Internet Explorer required you to open a separate window for
each Web site. Clicking the tabs makes it very easy to switch
between Web sites, especially useful when you need to keep
referring back to different pages.

In the example below, two tabs are open in a single Explorer
window. On the left is the list of the results of a keyword search
for the greater spotted woodpecker; next to it is a tab for the
Homepage for Babani Books.
File

Edit

View

Favorites

Tools

Help

lir Favorites

- b greater spotted woodpeck...

Homepage for Babani

x

Clicking any of the tabs displays that Web page. The icon
here on the right and on the left above is the Quick Tabs
button; selecting this displays "thumbnails" or miniature
images of the currently tabbed Web pages, as shown below for
six tabbed Web pages. The thumbnail images help you to identify
the Web page you want and then move directly to it by clicking
the image. Close an image by clicking the cross at the top right.
..On
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Opening New Tabbed Web Pages
When you start Internet Explorer, the name of your Home

Page is displayed on a tab. To the right of this tab is a
small blank tab; hover your cursor over the blank tab and
the New Tab icon appears, as shown on the right and below.
Favorites

Hotmail, News, Sport, Music, Movies, Money, Ca...

When you click the New Tab icon or press the Ctrl+T keys,
the New Tab itself appears as shown below, together with
the Quick Tabs button shown here on the right and on the

left below. (Internet Explorer 7 uses the words Blank Page
instead of New Tab, but the idea is the same.)
Ar Favorites

- P Hotmail, News, Sport, Mus...

a

New Tab

After opening a New Tab, if you type a Web address into the
Address Bar in Internet Explorer and press Enter, the Web page
opens and its title replaces the words New Tab on t'e tab shown
above. Several other ways to open a Web page on a New Tab
are listed below:
Press the Ctrl key while clicking a link on a Web page.

After typing an address into the Address Bar, (discussed
on page 46), hold down the Alt key and press the Enter
key, also known as the Return key.

Click over a link using the middle mouse button (if you
have one).

Right -click over a link and select Open in New Tab from
the drop -down menu.
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The Internet Explorer Command Bar
The Command Bar is a group of icons towards the top right of
the Internet Explorer screen, as shown below.

v Page

Safety v

Tools

>>
d

The functions of some of the icons and tools are as follows:
[91

e

The Home icon; click this to return to your Home Page
at any time. Clicking the small arrowhead to the right of
the
Home Page

Add or Change Home Page...
Remove

icon

displays

the

menu

shown on the left, allowing you
to change your Home Page or
add or remove pages. See also
pages 41 and 42.

This is the RSS Feeds icon. Feeds are like newsflashes
of the latest Web page content, such as weather
information. RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication. If

a Web page supplies feeds, the icon is coloured, as in the
example here. A greyed out or colourless icon indicates that no
feeds are available on the page.

The icon on the left launches your e-mail program to
read your latest messages. E-mail is discussed in detail
in Chapter 6.

Printing a Web Page

Min v Clicking the printer icon shown on the left allows you to

make a copy on paper of the current Web page. The
small arrowhead to the right of the
Ctrl+P
Moll Print...
printer icon above left displays
Print Preview...
options to Preview the printout on
paper and adjust various page
, Page Setup...
settings. These include the
addition of headers and footers,
changing the paper size and the orientation of the paper
portrait or landscape (long edge vertical or long edge horizontal.)

-
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Saving a Web Page

The Page icon on the Command Bar presents a
menu of options inclucirg Save As... to save a Web
page with a name of your choice and in a selected
folder location on your hard disc.
Save W

Page

imtmr-

e

Jim

Pictures

File name IMIIIMMILINE
Save as type Web Archive, single file (arth.)

Browse Folders

can.17

Enoodng: [Western European OSO)

The Web page can be viewed again later by double-clicking its
name in the folder in which it was saved. Other options on the
Page menu include editing the text of the page in Microsoft Word
and also e -mailing the page to a friend or colleague, etc.

Privacy and Security

The Safety button on the Command Bar provides Safety

various security and privacy features. These include
an option to delete your browsing history and also to use the
SmartScreen Filter to check on potential threats from another

Web site, as shown below. Such threats include phishing, in
which, for example, fraudsters try to trick you into loading a
bogus Web page and then to reveal your bank account details.
SenartScreen Feller

rs-1111111111M/P

a

Sinartfircreen Fdter checked this website and did not report any threats
Even though the ste has not been reported to fitcrosoft for meaning threats, check the
address to make sure it a a ste you trust. If you believe *es is an unsafe ste. cick the
Safety button, dick 91111 tScreen Filter, and then dick Report Unsafe Webste.

The Safety menu also includes a link to the Windows Update
Web site; Update allows you to download the latest upgrades to
the Windows operating system, including security features.
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The Tools Menu
The Tools menu on the right of the Command Bar shown again
here contains a number of important options discussed below.

-

rip

Page v

Safety v

Tools v

The Pop -Up Blocker
Pop -ups are small windows which can suddenly appear on the
screen; they often contain advertisements and can be a
nuisance. Internet Explorer contains a Pop-up Blocker to allow
you to prevent these interruptions to your browsing. Click Tools
from the Command Bar shown above, and then select Pop-up
Blocker from the drop -down menu.
Turn On Pop-up Blocker
Now select Turn
on Pop-up
Pop-up Blocker Settings
Blocker from the sub -menu shown
on the right.

Toolbars

The Tools menu on the Command
Bar also has a Toolbars option

Menu Bar

which displays the sub -menu shown

Favorites Bar

on the right. This enables you to
switch the various toolbars on or off
and to customize the toolbars by

Command Bar

adding

or

removing

buttons.

For

example, if you don't use the Menu
Bar (File, Edit, View, etc.,), you
could switch it off. (Many of the Menu

Status Bar

Google Toolbar
Lock the Toolbars
Customize...

Bar options are duplicated on the
menus which drop -down from the Command Bar.)

The Tools menu also has an Explorer Bars sub -menu which
allows you to switch the display of the Favorites, History and
Feeds features on or off. These features appear in a panel called
the Favorites Center on the left of the Internet Explorer screen,
as shown on page 54.
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Internet Options
This dialogue box allows you to change many o' the Internet
Explorer settings. You can open Internet Options f-om the
Tools menu launched from the Command Bar shown on the
previous page. The Irrternet Options d alogue box should open
with the General tab selected. as shown below.
Internet Options
SecuntylT)rivacy [Content 1 Connections I Programs] Advanced

General

Home page

AO, To create home page tabs, type each address on its own line.

http ,goinicrosott.com lwlink -L.nkld =69157

Use default

Use current

Use blank

Browsing history

Delete temporary files, history, cookies, saved passwords,
and web form nformabon.

L Delete browsing history on exit
Delete...

Settings

Search

pChange search defaults.

Settngs

Tabs Change how .webpages are displayed in
tabs.

r7e7ttifx3s---1

Appearance
C.i2lors

Accessibility

Fonts

Languages

OK

[

Cancel

j

t5p3ly
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Home Page
The General tab shown on the previous page includes the Home
Page settings as discussed earlier. You can assign a Web page
as your Home Page after opening the Web page on the screen.

Then open Internet Options and click the button marked Use
current. Next time you start Internet Explorer the first page you
see will be your new Home Page. As shown on the previous
page, there is a Use blank button. A blank Home Page causes
Internet Explorer to start up faster than a complex Home Page.

Browsing History
This section of the Internet Options allows you to delete from
your hard disc, the names of previously -visited Web sites listed in
your History feature. The Delete... button in the Browsing

history section allows you to get rid of Cookies and Temporary
Internet Files. These are files on your hard disc storing copies of
Web pages and other information. Web pages load faster from

your local hard disc than by downloading from the Internet.
(When browsing, to make sure you are using the latest version of
a Web page, click Refresh off the View menu on the top left of
the Internet Explorer screen.) The Settings button under

Browse History in Internet Options is used to specify how
many days previously -visited Web sites stay in the History list.

Search

The Search section of the Internet Options window shown on
the previous page allows you to change the default search
program (or search "engine") used in the Search Bar. This bar
appears at the top right of the Internet Explorer screen, as shown
below. As discussed in Chapter 4, the search engine produces a
list of links to Web pages which all contain the keywords entered
in the Search Bar.

O
Live Search
62
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When you click Settings in the Search section of Internet
Options shown on page 61, a list of the available search
providers is displayed, as shown below:

Name

b

I

Status

Bing

Google

/if Live Search

Default

Safe Search

Wikipedia (en)
YP Yahoo!
At the time of writing, Bing is the search engine provided by
Microsoft for use in Internet Explorer. At the bottom of the list
shown above is a link Find more search providers.... This
presents a list of additional search providers that can be added to
the above list in Internet Explorer.

Many users will be happy with the default search engine
provided as standard in Internet Explorer. However, Google is
currently acknowledged as the best search engine in the world,
both for speed of searching and quality of results. As discussed
shortly, Google has also expanded into other areas of computing.

Setting Google as the Default Search Engine

Right -click over Google in the above list and click Set As
Default from the menu which appears. When you click the Close
button, Google should now appear as the search engine in the
Search Bar at the top right of the Internet Explorer screen, as
shown below.
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The Google Phenomenon
Google is famous for its world beating search engine, a highly
efficient tool for finding information about virtually any
conceivable subject. Google finds highly relevant Web pages to

match the keyword search criteria you make up and enter into
the Google Search Bar. Clickable links on these Web pages then
allow you to navigate to other related Web pages.
Google was started by two students at Stanford University and
has grown into a multi -national corporation on the strength of its
ability to find relevant results quickly. This has enabled Google to
expand into other online activities such as maps, news and email. Street View in Google Maps provides panoramic views of
streets, buildings, vehicles and people made by scanning the
streets with cameras using fleets of vehicles all over the world.
Google Earth provides satellite images from all over the globe

and Google Chrome

is

Google's own Web browser,

an

alternative to Windows Internet Explorer. Google Chrome OS is a

complete computer operating system designed specifically to
work with the Internet and to challenge the Microsoft Windows
operating system which currently prevails.

At the time of writing Google is easily the world's most popular
search program and a new verb, "to Google", has entered the
English language. You can start Google straightaway by entering
the address www.google.co.uk into the Address Bar, at the top
left of the Internet Explorer screen, as shown below.
Hotmail, New;, Sport, Music Moyle; Money, Cars, Shopping. Windows Live
www.google.co.uk
File

Edit

View

Favorites

Tools

Help

A, Favorites

When you press Enter the Google page is launched in Internet
Explorer, as shown on the next page.
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In the centre is the Search Bar into which the keywords are
typed; for example, if you wanted to find information about the
stormy history of the Scottish Borders, you might enter border
reivers as your keywords, as shown below.

'border reivers

Google Search

I

rm Feeling Lucky

Search r the web a pages from the UK
The small circular radio buttons above can be switched on or off
with a single click to set the boundaries for the search - either
the entire Worldwide Web or just pages from the UK.

Click the Google Search button or press Enter to display the list
of search results, as shown on the next page.
Clicking the I'm Feeling Lucky button above bypasses the list of
search results and opens the Web page which would have been
at the top of the list of search results.
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As can be seen above on the lower right, there are Sponsored

Links to Web sites such as the Amazon online bookstore;
companies pay to have sponsored links placed near the top of
lists of results of searches relevant to their product or service.

Along the top of the Google search screen there is a list of
various categories, as shown below. You can either search the
entire Web or limit the search to, say, Images, Maps or News for
example.
Google

Web Imaaes Videos Maps News Shopping Mail more

Launching Google Directly
Right -click over the Google screen and select
Create Shortcut to place an icon for Google on
your Windows Desktop. Whenever you want to use
Google, simply double-click the icon on the
Windows Desktop. If you can't see the Desktop

because of Web pages or windows you've opened, click the
Show Desktop icon as discussed on page 53.
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Alternative Web Browsers
Internet Explorer is tie most widely -used Web browser, being
supplied with Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7. However,
recent legislation in the European Parliament has meant that
Microsoft now offers a choice of browsers from other
manufacturers, as alternatives to Internet Explorer. This choice is

implemented by a "ballot screen" provided by Microsoft, from
which the user can download their chosen browser. In fact,
downloading a browser without a ballot screen is a simple
operation; just open the company's Web site (as listed below),
click the Download button and follow the instructions on the
screen. You might do this, for example, if you have Internet
Explorer 7 on your computer and want to upgrade to Internet
Explorer 8. The main browsers available for download are:

Download from Website:

Browser
Internet Explorer 8
Mozilla Firefox
Google Chrome

www.microsoft.com
www.mozilla.com
www.google.comichrone

Opera

www.opera.com

Apple Safari

www.apple.com

Downloading a Web Browser (e.g. Mozilla Firefox)
Firefox is the closest challenger to Internet Explorer in the current

"browser wars". You can download a free copy of the Firefox
browser after entering the following into your Address Bar, as
discussed on page 46 cf this book.

www.mozilla.com/firefox/

Firefox 3.5
Free Downlo.!
W"dardt '3.3.:
,40411)
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Downloading a Web Browser Step -by -Step
The following method is based on Mozilla Firefox but the process
is broadly the same for other browsers and software in general.

Click the Download button shown on the previous page.

From the File Download window click Run to download
the Firefox Setup file. This may take 2 or 3 minutes.
The downloaded setup file is placed in a temporary folder.

In answer to Do you want to run this software? click
Run.

The setup file, initially in a compressed format for fast
downloading, is extracted, i.e. expanded.

You are presented with a Welcome to the Mozilla
Firefox Setup Wizard which advises you to close all
other applications, i.e. Programs, such as Microsoft Word.

Click Next and then select Standard as the Setup type.
Click Next and accept the location given for the files, then
click Install and Finish to complete the
process.

An icon for Mozilla Firefox is automatically
placed on the Windows Desktop. Double-click
this icon to start Firefox at any time.
Firefox is also listed on the Start
Menu as shown on the right. Click the

Start Button then click the Firefox
entry on the Start Menu.

In Windows XP and Vista an icon
for Firefox is also placed on the
right of the Quick Launch Toolbar
shown on the right. A single click
launches Firefox, as shown on page 69.
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The Firefox Start Page is shown above and at the centre is the
Google search engine. Most of the main browsing tools appear in
the top left-hand corner of the screen, as shown below.
Firefox Start Page - Monlla Firefox

file idit View History jioolcmarks look Help
.41 http://www.google.corniTirefox

P Most Visited

Getting Started

.

Latest Headlines

Moab Firefox Start Page

As shown above, there is the familiar File, Edit and View Menu

Bar also including the History feature and Bookmarks. The
Tools menu is used to alter many of the settings in Firefox. On
the screenshot above, reading from the left, there are forward
and back buttons and icons to reload the current page, stop
loading a page and the Home button, next to the Address
Bar. At the right-hand end of the Address Bar is a star icon,

for bookmarking the current Web page, like adding to
Favorites in Internet Explorer. The yellow button above and on
the right presents the latest news. Firefox
Latest Headlines

includes many other features such as
tabbed browsing and a pop-up blocker, as mentioned earlier in
the discussion of Internet Explorer.
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Choosing a Web Browser
This chapter has looked at the two most frequeitly-used Web
browsers, Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. Microsoft now
provides a "ballot screen" offering a choice of browsers as
alternatives to Internet Explorer. However, as discussed on the
two previous pages, it's a simple matter to download any of the
browsers yourself. The main alternative browsers are Mozilla
Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera and Apple Safari. Any of these
alternative browsers will probably be more than adequate for
most users' needs, as indeed will Internet Explorer 8.

It's quite feasible to download and install several browsers and
use whichever one you like. This process will normally place an
icon for the browser on your Windows Desktop; if not, right -click
over the entry for the browser in the Windows Start Menu and
click Send To and then click Desktop (create shortcut).

ate.46

14k -to

Aiistiask
Double-click any of the Desktop icons to start surfing the Net to
evaluate each browser. Some of the criteria to consider are:
Ease of use and clarity of screens, menus. icons, etc.

The speed with which highly relevant results can be found
and displayed, using the associated search engine.
Easy to follow and useful on -screen help.

Useful and innovative features such as tabbed browsing,
pop-up blocker and spelling checker, etc.

6
Electronic Mail
Introduction
Electronic mail or e-mail is now one of the most popular methods
of communicating between people; a message consisting of text
and, if necessary, pictures is entered into a computer and sent
immediately to other computers anywhere in the world. Some of

the main advantages of e-mail compared with the traditional
letter post are:

An e-mail travels to its destination almost instantly. If the
intended recipiert is online to the Internet they car read
your message immediately.

The same e-mai can be sent quickly to many different
people by simply clicking their names in an electronic
address book.

An e-mail can be sent at any time - day or night.

You don't have to make direct contact with the other
person - if they're away from their computer they will see
your message next time they read their mail.

E -mails can be forwarded to other friends or colleagues
who may be interested.

You can send attachments with e -mails. These can be

photographs, sound or video clips or document files
containing text and pictures, for example.
a suitably equipped computer you can read
important mail and send replies while you are away from
home, anywhere in the world.

With

E -mails can be saved and printed out on paper.

Many e-mail services are free of charge.
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However, there are some negative aspects to e-mail, which can
cause some people a great deal of stress:

Some people are inundated with e -mails, many of them
trivial and unnecessary, yet still requiring answers.

"Spam" or unsolicited junk mail may annoy you and clog
your lnbox.

"Phishing" e -mails attempt to trick the recipient into
revealing their financial or personal details.

An e-mail may spread a virus which can damage the files
on your hard disc.

Some e -mails tend to be written in a hurry, perhaps with
less emphasis on style, content and grammar; eventually
this may cause a decline in traditional letter writing skills.
In a face-to-face meeting with someone in the same room,
you can learn a lot from their demeanour, body language,
tone of voice and facial expressions and possibly have a
better understanding of their feelings and point of view.

In spite of these negative aspects, e-mail seems certain to
remain a major method of communication, especially where
speed is a factor. Important messages, perhaps concerning
medical information, legal matters or business negotiations can
be sent and received in minutes rather than days. For example, a
doctor can e-mail some images of a medical problem to a leading
specialist in another part of the world; a second opinion can be e mailed back in a matter of minutes, possibly improving the quality
of the diagnosis and speeding up the treatment.

Conversely there has been outrage when people have been
dismissed from their jobs by a brief e-mail when clearly a more
sympathetic and personal method of communication is called for.
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E-mail Software
Microsoft Windows in the past included its own e-mail client
software; this is a program used to type in your message then
send it to its destination over the Internet. The e-mail program is

also responsible for handling the messages you receive by
downloading them from the Internet. Windows XP and earlier
versions of Windows used the Outlook and Outlook Express
programs for e-mail, while Windows Vista and Windows 7 can
use Windows Mail. Windows 7 users need to download the latest
version, Windows Live Mail, from the Microsoft Web site at:

http://download.live.com/wlmail
There are also third -party e-mail programs such as Eudora,
Pegasus Mail and Mozilla Thunderbird.

Types of E-mail
There are two main types of e-mail, known as POP3, (Post
Office Protocol) and Web -based e-mail.
POP3 E-mail
Your incoming messages are stored on a mail server computer
until you read them. Then they are downloaded to your hard disc

using a program such as Windows Mail or Outlook Express.
Once downloaded your messages are deleted from the mail
server. Advantages of this type of e-mail are that you can
compose new messages and read old ones without being
connected to the Internet. A disadvantage is that setting up a
computer to use POP3 e-mail is quite complicated, making it
difficult for read your mail when away from home.
Web -based E-mail

This type of e-mail is handled using your Web browser, not
special e-mail software; you can log on to the Web and read it
using any Internet computer anywhere in the world, after entering

a user name and password. Well-known Web -based e-mail
services are Windows Live Hotmail and Yahoo! Mail.
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Introducing Windows Mail
This is an e-mail program introduced with Windows Vista and
available as a free download for Windows 7; Windows Mail is
known as an e-mail client and replaces Outlook Express
provided in Windows XP and earlier versions of Windows.

As shown below, you can launch Windows Mail in Vista from the
Start menu or from the Start, All Programs menu.

42,11 Internet
AO Internet Explcrer
E-maa

JUT)

I

Your computer may already have on icon for
Windows Mail on the Vista desktop, as shown on
the right. If not you can create an icon by right clicking Windows Mail in the Start or All
Programs menu, then select Send To and click
Desktop (create shortcut). Double-click this
new desktop icon every time you want to launch
Windows Mail.

Before sending your first e-mail, you need to enter details for
your new e-mail account, using information provided by your
Internet Service Provider such as BT, etc. Some typical
information for a BT e-mail account is shown below.

E-mail address:

johnsmith@btinternet.com

Username:

johnsmith

Password:

74

POP3 Incoming mail server:

mail.btinternet.com

SMTP Outgoing mail server:

mail.btinternet.com
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Setting Up a Windows Mail Account (POP3)

The first time you try to use Windows Mail, the setup wizard
starts up and the first dialogue box requires you to enter a
Display name, such as John Smith, for example, as you would
like it to appear in the From field on the messages you send.
After

clicking

Next

enter your

e-mail

address

such

as

johnsmith@btinternet.com. After clicking Next again enter the
details of your incoming and outgoing mail servers. The servers
are computers belonging to your Internet Service Provider and
they handle the e -mails you send and receive. You will need to
select from drop -down menus the type of servers, such as POP3

for incoming mail and SMTP for outgoing mail. Also enter the

names of the mail servers, such as mail.btinternet.com for
example, as shown in the example at the bottom of page 74.

Next and enter the E-mail username and
Password which you set up with your Internet Service Provider,
together with the server details mentioned above.
Finally click

Setting Up a Hotmail Account (Web -based)

Simply log on to MSN at http://uk.msn.com click Hotmail and
then click the Sign Up button, as shown below.
f!VOndov.sLive
One Muldoon toe ID gets you oto

ftesseisirer [box

Mores sou b.*
SKr, sn

Hotmad
Pm... Mon.. techroMpe lobo SOWS nom end enseeee
moody
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You are then presented with the Sign up screen shown on the
next page.
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Windows Lis.I11111111111111.1.111.1111P1.11.11111111""-"114111111111111111

Create your Windows Live ID
gets you into all Windows Live services-and other places you see 3
All information is required.

Already using Hobnail. Mootiengier. or
Xbox LIVE? Sign in now
Windows Live EX

ci

live.co.uk

Check aigitablKy
Create a password:

Retype password:

Alternate e-mail address.

Or choose a security question for password
reset
First name
Last name:

Country/region. United Kingdom
Constituent Country:

Select one

Postal Code:
Gender.

Male

Female

Birth year.

O
Characters

The above online form is used to set up your Hotmail user name
(called the Windows Live ID here) and your password.

In this version of Windows Live Hotmail, an e-mail address will
be something like johnsmith@live.co.uk. If your chosen e-mail
address is not available, modify the address slightly and check its
availability again. After completing your personal details and
copying the jumbled verification code at the bottom, click the I
agree button to complete the new hotmail account.
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E-mail Addresses
In order to send someone an e-mail message you must know
their unique e-mail address, for example:

stella@aol.com
ja mes@msn.com

enquiries@wildlife.org.uk
richard@hotmail.com
david@live.co.uk
The first part of the e-mail address is usually part of you- name,

followed by the name of the mail server at your company,
organisation or Internet Service Provider. The part of the e-mail
address after the @ sign is known as the domain. The last part of
the e-mail address shows the type of organization and
sometimes the country, such as:
.com

commercial company

.org

non-profit making organisations

.net

Internet company

.biz

business

.co.uk

UK business

.eu

organizations and people within EU

E-mail programs normally have an electronic Address Book or
Contact List; this makes it very easy to enter the addresses of
your recipients when creating an e-mail. You simply select the
required e-mail addresses from the Contact List by clicking with a
mouse rather than typing them at the keyboard.
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The E-mail Process
The general method of sending and receiving e -mails is broadly
similar whether you are using a POPS program such as Outlook
Express or a Web -based service such as Windows Live Hotmail.
The main stages in the e-mail process are as follows;

The text of the e-mail is entered, together with a subject
and the e-mail addresses of the intended recipients.
Any attachments are added to the e-mail; these are files
such as photos or word processing documents.
A single click of the Send button despatches the e-mail to
all of the recipients. You are informed if the message has
been successfully delivered or otherwise.

At this stage you can add any new recipients to your
Address Book or Contact List.

A copy of the despatched e-mail is placed in the Sent
Messages folder.

The people receiving the e-mail download and read the
message plus any attachments.

After reading the emails, the recipients can delete them,
organise them into folders or print them on paper.
A message can be forwarded on to other people who may
be interested. You can also send a quick reply by typing
on to the top of the original message and clicking Send.

Apart from the above basic tasks, an e-mail program may have

additional features such as a spelling checker, an electronic
calendar/planner and formatting tools for altering the style and
appearance of the text and background of the message.
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Using Hotmail
As this is a Web -based e-mail service, log on to the
Web site at http://uk.msn.com and click the Hotmail
icon. If your e-mail address doesn't appear on the

screen, click Sign in with a different account and
enter your address and password on the Sign in screen, which
appears as shown below.

Sign in
Windows Live ID: jillaustinahotmail.com
(example5551thctmail.com)

Password:
Forgot your password"

On pressing Enter, the Windows Live Hotmail Home Page
opens on a tab in the Internet Explorer browser. The main folders

containing e -mails are shown down the left-hand side. Inbox
down to Deleted are Hotmail folders; Jill, Jim, etc., are created
by the user for organis ng received e -mails into categories.
ri" Windows live Hobnail

4 Windows Live

Hotmail

Home

New

Pr chic

Manage Newsletters

People

Mall

Ghotc.

M.,!e

Read our blog

ililausting.notmall con-,

lnbox (1)
Junk (10)

Drafts
Sent

You ha,e .yer growmg storage. Learn more
I To change the look of your Inbar. pick a new theme frort the Optio
down menu.

WNW! (37)
rill

What's new with your network

Jim

Favorites

Sumba ma
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Creating and Sending an E-mail
From the main Hotmail screen click New; a blank message
screen opens ready for you to start entering the names of the
recipients and the text of the e-mail, as shown below.
From: Johnsmith@hotmail.com

jillaustin@hotmail.com x

To:

Click the "To" button to see your contact :ist
Gardening work

Subject:

@ Total size: 290.6 KB of 20.0 MB

Cherry Tree.jpg (290.6 KB) x

10

A Verdana

A

B

Entering the Addresses of the Recipients
First enter the names of your intended recipient(s) in the To bar
as shown above. Each e-mail address must be spelt accurately
or the message will not reach its destination. You can enter lots
of e-mail addresses in the To bar. In Hotmail there's no need to
separate the addresses with a semi -colon, etc., as you do with
multiple e-mail addresses in some programs.

If some of the intended recipients are already listed in your
Contact List, click the To button to display the list.

Then click the small box on the left of each of the required
names, click Close and the e-mail addresses are automatically
entered into the To bar, as shown below.
or, ionosmIth@holmalloorn
To.

pllauihnohotrnatcom
People

Subject.

a'

Close

.

Select AI
Michael Saban'
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Carbon Copies: Cc: and Bcc:

In most e-mail programs there is an option to send "carbon
copies" and "blind carbon copies" to
main Show Cc & Bcc tron,1
other than
the
people
recipients. To switch these features
on click Show Cc & Bcc near the top right of the Hotmail screen.
Two new bars for e-mail addresses, Cc and Bcc, appear under
the To bar. All recipients can see who has received a carbon
copy but the recipients of the blind carbon copies are not known
to the others.

After entering the e-mail addresses of the

recipients, enter a meaningful word or two in the Subject bar.

Entering the Text
It's now just a case of entering the text of the message by typing

into the main panel. There is a full range of formatting tools bold, italic, underline, etc., bullets, numbering and coloured text
and backgrounds. You can also edit text by cutting and pasting.
verdana

1.0

B

ums

ir ir

A,"

Dear Jill

Further to my visit last week tc discuss the gardening wo-k you are considering, have
attached a photograph of a cherry tree and one or two other shrubs which I [him( would
suit your location. Just double- :lick Cherry Tree.jpq at tie top of this page to get an idea

Inserting a Link to a Web Page into an E-mail

If you want a friend or relative to view a Web page, you can
insert a link to the page amongst the text of the e-mail you are
sending them. When your contact reads the e-mail, they
simply click the link to connect their computer to the Web
page. To insert a link, click the
hyperlink icon shown above on
the right. Enter the address of Address:
the Web page after http://
shown on the right and click OK http://
to insert the link into the text of
the e-mail.

OK

Cancel
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Inserting an E-mail Attachment
An attachment is a file sent with an e-mail; it might be a
photograph, a financial spreadsheet or a word processing
document, for example. I have sent whole chapters of books as
attachments to an e-mail. It's just like using a paperclip to send a
photo with a traditional letter.

When you read an e-mail, any attached files are listed at the top
of the message; double-clicking the name of the file opens the
file

in its associated program, such
spreadsheet program or word processor.

as

photo editor,

a

To send a file such as photograph with an e-mail, click Attach on
the Menu Bar at the top of the Hotmail screen, as shown below:
Send

Save draft

Attach

Spell check Rich text

!

4

Cancel

The following window opens allowing you to browse the files on
your computer's hard disc to find the file to attach to the e-mail.

In this case the photo Cherry Tree.jpg is being sent from a
folder called Garden stored on the hard disc (C:).
Choo;e Fite to Upload
Local Disk (C:)

i.orite
Document;

.iI

Garden

Name

Date motif...

Type

Cherry Treejp9

Click the required file name to select it then click the Open button

at the bottom right of the Choose File to Upload window. You
are then returned to the New e-mail screen where the name of
the file, Cherry Tree.jpg, is displayed at the top of the e-mail
message as shown in the extract on the next page.
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jillaustingthotmai .com

To:

your contact list
Subject.

I

x

Gardening wort,
CA Total size: 290.6 KB of 20.0 MB

Cherry Treelpg (290k KB)
A

10

A Verdana

B

/

5--

=7--

A

E

Dear Till

Further to my visit last week to discuss the gardening work you are corsidenng,

The attached photographic file Cherry Tree.jpg

is

shown

outlined in red in the image above. Several separate files can be
attached and sent with an e-mail.

Sending an E-mail
When the text has been entered and any files attached, click the
Send button to despatch the e-mail to its destination(s). All being
will display the statement Your message has

been sent. However,

if

you've entered an e-mail address

incorrectly or the address doesn't exist you will get a note in your

Inbox from the Hotmail "postmaster" nforming you that the
delivery has failed.
postmaster

mad holm...

Deliver; Status Notification (Failure)

If any of the recipients are not in

your contact list you are given
the chance to add them, using
the small dialogue box shown
on the right. Next time you send
them an e-mail, you won't need

to type in their e-mail address.
To add them to the To bar just

,/

Ilaustm@hotmail corn
First name

Add to contacts

click the To button and click
their name in the Contacts List
then click Close.
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Receiving and Reading E -mails
All incoming mail is listed in your Inbox as shown below. The list
is displayed by clicking Inbox in the left-hand panel. The number
in brackets indicates the number of unread messages.
1 Windows Live Hotmail

Hotmail

New

Delete

orngatenbylfshotmall

Junk

Mark as

Move to

IMP

Sort by

lobos (2)

postmasterOmail.hotm

Junk (12)

John Smith

Drafts

Delivery Status Nottfication (Failure
41

Gardening work

customer servicesOtesc...

Order rcnttrmati,r,

easylat

Fed up with the weather' LIO off

Deleted (48)

Jacquie Lawson

New Jacquie Lawson 'everyday"

digital photogra...

enquinesZthabantooks

Re:

r bird

Messages which have attachments include an icon for a paperclip after their name, as in the example below.
John Smith

ig

Gardening work

To read an e-mail, simply click its entry in the Inbox list as shown
above. The e-mail opens for reading as shown below.
o Mdl
,. ,,nbolhotmul
Yips (I)
3m but
Draft,

New
Reply

Delete 0*

Marl as

Reply Y rurerd

,,e, to .

4.

at

..11 cieninq work
Joliet SeP111 .ohnsmeetegnobnall cum

02 August 2104 II Pe,

Due. uYl

pauftmegbolmallcom

$ I ...neat

Mortal phut,.

c

Der to
orn

...heel gab.,

Fur., to my me act week to dneus, the pacdeneng work you re ,ongelesng I haw attached a photograph or a (Peery Pee and
two New. shrub, Much I Meg would wet you locellon ArA double lea aminy Tree.spg al the top of M. page to get an Alea or eta.

Jetties v.4,11.414

hON message,
Please let me Ireeme west want to pro, Peel *Oh line woel.

"'chard

Manage told.,
Add an I maid

Related Pl..'
today

Coax/ IN
calendar
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Opening E-mail Attachments
In the case of the Cherry Tree photo attached to the e-mail in
the previous example, the photograph is displayed after the text
of the message as soon as you open the e-mail for reading.
However, you may want to open an attachment for editing. For
example, if you are collaborating with someone on a report or a
financial spreadsheet. Then you need to open the file in its
associated program; for example, a word processing document
in Microsoft Word, a spreadsheet file in Excel.

The screenshot on the right
shows an Excel spreadsheet
Expenditure
file Income
2009.xlsx as an e-mail

sue brown @hotmail.com

1 attachment
Income Ex _xis*

attachment. Click the file
name and the following dialogue box appears.
File Download

Do you ward to open or save this fee?
Name: Income Expenditure 2009.xlsx

Ism: Microsoft Office Excel Worksheet, 10.6KB
From:

65.55.175.103

Save

Cancel

fies from the Internet can be useful. some ties car potentraly

ehoWhile
ham your compiler. 1 you do not bud the source. do not open or

17

wive this fie. What's the nsk?

You are warned of the risks of opening or saving files from an
unknown source; always make sure your computer is protected
with up-to-date anti -virus and Internet security software as
discussed in Chapter 8 of this book.
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If you click Open in the File Download window on the previous
page, the Excel program (in this example) opens to display the
worksheet which was sent as an attachment. Then it can be
edited and perhaps sent to someone else as an attachment.
Similarly. the photo file Cherry Tree.jpg would be opened in a
program like Photoshop Elements or whatever is your default
program for .jpg photographic files.

Managing E -mails
There are several ways of dealing with e -mails which you've
received into your Inbox. The Menu Bar across the top of the
Hotmail Inbox has the following options, as shown below.

New

Delete

Junk

Mark as

Move to

Delete

Any messages you don't want to keep can be ticked in the Inbox
list then deleted. The Junk folder contains messages deemed as
junk mail and these are automatically deleted regularly.
Mark as

This option allows you to mark messages as Read, Unread or as

a Phishing Scam if someone has been askirg for personal
information.

Reply, Reply All and Forward

These options allow you

to deal

quickly with an incoming

message. Clicking Reply addresses the message automatically
and you type in your reply above the original message. Reply All
sends your reply to all the recipients of the message. Forward
allows the original message to be sent on to someone else.
Move to

You can create a system of folders using Manage Folders near

the bottom left of the Hotmail screen. Move to allows you to
place e -mails in these folders.
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Introduction
A few years ago, creat ng a Web site was a specialised task;
each page had to be built up by wr ting lists of instructions in the

Web page language HTML or HyperText Markup Language.
As with so many computing tasks, software has been developed
to shield the user from the more technical aspects: nowadays
programs like WebPlus allow you to create stylish Web pages
easily with all the features you'd find in a professional site Some

programs offer a template approach ii which you choose a
design from a set of ready-made Web pages. Then you. simply

customise the Web page by replacing the "dummy" text and
pictures in the template with your own.

This chapter looks at two methods of getting your personal news
and information onto tne World Wide Web.

The "Blog" or Online Diary
A blog or "Web log" is a journal into which you enter text and
pictures. The blog is a very simple Web site and is easy to
create - the formatting, layout and uploading are done for you.
Serif WebPlus
a reasonably priced and easy -to -use Web design
program, capable o: producing professional looking results.
WebPlus can be used to produce an attractive Web site to
display your own news or to create an e -commerce site to
promote a small business and deal with orders. The latest
version of WebPlus typically costs about £60 and has many of
the features of software costing several hundred pounds. In
addition, when a new version of WebPlus is launched, Serif
usually make earlier versions available as free or extremely
cheap downloads from the Internet. At the time of writrig Web

This is

Plus SE can be downloaded free and WebPlusl 0 costs £9.99.
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The Blog or Online Diary
One of the best known programs is Blogger, created in 1999 and
now owned by Google. If you log on to www.blogger.com you
are given very simple on -screen instructions for creating your

own blog. First you are asked to create a Google account by
entering your e-mail address and password and agreeing to the
Terms of Service. Then enter a title for the blog, as shown below.
Blogger
MAME SLOG

0

Name your blog
Hog title

Favounle Walks

6101 add, es,

http:

sfrigalenby

.blogspot., o.

A.,11,4b1111,

\WA
lanlocke

Since a blog is a very simple Web site you are asked to enter the
Web Address or URL (Uniform Resource Locator). The address

of your blog will be something like yourname.blogspot.com if
this has not already been used.
Blog address (URL)

http:it jimgatenby
Check Availability

.blogspot.com

This is the unique Web address of your blog. Your friends and
relatives can connect to your blog by entering the URL in the
Address Bar of their browser.
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During the setup process you are given a choice of twelve Web
page designs or templates on which to base your blog.
[flogger
(NOOSE TEMPI Cif

0

Choose a template

Then you're ready to start posting or entering the text of tt-e blog,
using the Posting tab in the Blogger window shown below. This
has many of the features of a word -processor, including text in

different styles and sizes, bold, italic, bullets, numbering and a
spelling checker.
New Pest

Edit Posts

iontrn-mt moderation

St Abbs Head
Edit HOwl

b

Font

I

IF

To

IF

11.

7

a

( Id to

II

IA

1111

Compose

Preview

O
St Abbs Head must be one of the most
spectacular walks in the lintish Isles. It is
situated near Eyemouth in Rennckshire.
Scot lanc a few miles from the barrier with
I-J*14nd. near Berwick on Merl.

The name St Abbs denves front Aebbe, a --th
Century Northumbnan princes wlo founded an
early Christian Community. The village of
Coklinghani is nearby and there are two cafes
near the harbour at St. Abbs

Pent Oprioen

Labels tor this post:
eg

scooter.. Ml day
I

Hot
PUBLISH POST

Show All

11-loiresys

not Loon

Sold.

MAK o NNW, C trim iwir.

SAVE AS OPIAFT
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Adding a Picture to a Blog
You can insert a picture into a blog, after clicking the Add

Image icon on the Toolbar as shown on the right and
below. Browse to find the image on your computer then
click UPLOAD IMAGE to send the picture to the Web
Font

-TT-

bi

ff)

Previewing a Blog
Click the SAVE NOW button shown below to save a draft of your
blog. When you've finished entering the text and pictures, click
Preview to see what it will look like on the Web, as shown below.

Posting a Blog

Finally click the PUBLISH POST button shown below to post
your blog on the Web for others to see. Other people can add
comments to the blog and you can view the blogs of lots of other

people. Blogs are free and can be used for any legitimate
purpose, although a blog can be closed down if

it

is deemed

offensive.
PURI 1111 POST

SAVE NOW

Return to list of posts

St Abbs Head
St Abbs Head must be one of the
most spectacular walks in the
British Isles. It is situated near
Evemouth in Berwickshire.
Scotland. a few miles from the
border with England. near Benvicl
on Tweed.
The name St Abbs derives from
Aebbe. a -th Century

Northumbrian princess who
founded an early Christian
Community. The village of
Coldingham is nearby and there are two cafes near the harbour
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Creating a Web Site with Serif WebPlus
Serif WebPlus is an easy -to -use but powerful program for
designing Web pages. At the time of writing you can download a
free copy of the basic version, WebPlus SE, from:

www.freeserifsoftware.com
This free software has many of the features of programs costing
hundreds of pounds and is capabie of producing very
professional Web sites. WebPlus 10 is very similar to WebPlus
SE but contains additional features for creating a Web site for an
online business (known as e -commerce). These features include
standard forms displayed on the screen, to be completed online
by customers. There are also options for managing electronic
"shopping baskets" and dealing with payments. At the time of
writing WebPlus 10 can be downloaded 'or £9.99. There are two
basic approaches to creating a Web site in WebPlus:

The Template Approach
This uses a ready-made template, including pictures, text,
colours and other design features. A choice of templates is
available for different purposes whether business or
personal. The user replaces the text and other content given

in the template with their own material, while retaining the
overall design and style of the template.

The Blank Canvas Approach
Using this approach you design the Web site from scratch,
starting off with a blank page onto which you add your own
text, images, colours and other design features. Extra pages

can be inserted and all of the pages connected by the
addition of links or hyperlinks, or a Navigation Bar.
These methods are discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
On completion, the Web site must be uploaded and saved on an
Internet server with a Web Address, for other people to view.
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Getting Started with Serif WebPlus
When WebPlus is installed on a computer, an icol
is placed on the Windows Desktop as shown on
the right. Double-click this icon to launch the

program. The Startup Wizard appears in the
centre of the WebPlus screen, displaying the
following options:

Use a design template.
Start from scratch.
Open a publication.
View tutorials.
As can be seen above there are options to use a ready-made
template, start from scratch with a blank page or open an existing

publication, a Web site created earlier. View tutorials displays
some very comprehensive notes in the Adobe PDF format. If you
have the freely-downloadable program Adobe Reader program
you can view these notes and print them out on paper.

Using a Web Page Template

If you choose the first option Use a design template, you are
presented with a set of ready-made templates in different styles.
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If you would like to base your Web site on one of the templates,

click the thumbnail image of the template as shown on the
previous page and then click the Open button. The template
opens in the WebPlus design screen, as shown below.
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Down the left-hand side of the screen are various tools such as:
Insert text in a frame.

111 v Insert a picture e.g. from a folder on your hard disc.

Insert a link or hyperlink to connect to another Web
page.

Crop or trim a picture or image.

There are several other tools on the left-hand side including
those to insert sound clips, Navigation Bars and RSS feeds.
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Across the top of the WebPlus screen is the familiar Menu Bar
with File, Edit, View, etc. There are options for starting a Web
page on a blank sheet and opening an existing Web page that
you have created and saved.

Several icons across the top of the screen are used in the
development and final publishing of a Web site, as follows:

Publish the Web site to a folder on your hard disc. This
prepares the site for posting to the Internet.

Preview your Web site, i.e. see what it will look like in
any of your installed Web browsers such as Internet
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox.
Publish

the finished Web site to the Web server

computer you have chosen to host your Web site.

The WebPlus Studio

The Studio is a panel down the
right-hand side of the screen and
shows the structure of the pages

that make up the Web site. All
Web sites have a Home Page,
which is the first page to appear
when you launch a Web site. The

Gekey Theme Graphics
Master Pages I,

Pages

Met

rtEA!

"Q

Hama

b,

ALAbo
'41

small eye icon shows that the

Neves

Home Page is currently open for
editing in WebPlus. To switch to
another page such as Our
Coffee, double-click the title in

Our Coffee

'11

In A

Oxtact

row.

Dar/

,;1

;)

the Studio.

The page title Our Coffee in the
Studio is now preceded by the
icon for an eye, as shown on the
right, indicating that this page is
now open for editing.
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The WebPlus screen now displays the Our Coffee Web page
ready for editing, as shown below.
It NY

kid V. Flan

111

) - Pape if

.00nvar
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i.ws
411.

lam.

s. Jim Ia.

trl .-Au. Slum
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Allan
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rA
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Master Pages
In this example, the artwork including the coffee cup at the top of
the page appears on all six of the Web pages. There is also a
Navigation Bar on every Web page, as shown below.
1

irimiset

The Navigation Bar contains a set of links to all of the Web pages

on the site. As the Navigation Bar and the coffee cup artwork
appear on several Web pages, they are created on a WebPlus
Master Page, which can be applied to some or all of the ordinary
Web pages. Master Pages can be added and managed using the

Master Pages area in the Studio on the right of the WebPlus
screer.
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Editing a WebPlus Template
Replacing the Default Text
The text in WebPlus is contained in several separate frames, as
shown below. Select the required frame by clicking anywhere

over the text; the selected text appears highlighted with eight
blue squares, as shown on the right below.

With the text frame selected as shown above, you can now
delete the default text and enter your own, just as you might edit
a document in a word processor or desktop publishing program.

Replacing a Default Picture
To replace the coffee beans image shown above, select
the image and then click the Insert Picture tool shown on 121
the right. You are then able to browse for the new picture
in its location on your hard disc, etc. Select the required
image and click Open. Then, keeping the left-hand mouse
button held down, drag the cursor (now in the shape of a
cross) until the new image is the correct size, as shown below.

+

P-

-

TA-r-411111
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Starting from Scratch
Double-click the WebPlus icon on the Windows
Desktop, as shown on the right, and then select
Start from scratch from the Startup Wizard which

F.

appears. WebPlus presents you with a blank page.

Entering Text
Click the HTML Frame Tool shown on the right and
enter your text in the frame in the required size and font.
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The yellow background to the text can be applied after selecting
from the WebPlus
the text frame then clicking Format and
Menu Bar. Select the required fill colour and click OK.

Inserting a Picture

Click the Insert Picture icon shown on the right, then II
browse to find the picture in a folder on your hard disc.

-Ot

Ednburigh Imager

Nern;

Date taken

Tag.

Site

17Ratting

Mi
Cannonog

Castle.wg

Hot elgag

If the image is not likely to need updating, switch

Preve
Place at natne do

on Embed picture as shown on the right. This

Place

will simplify uploading and updating the Web site.

Embed ochre

at % do

Ledt tactre
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Now use the cross cursor as shown on the right to position

+

the image and, by keeping the left-hand mouse button
held down, drag it to the required size, as shown below.
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Adding Extra Web Pages

From the WebPlus Menu Bar
select Insert and Page...; the
following dialogue box appears,

allowing you to enter a title for

the new Web page, such as

Insert
Properbes

Page nom
Pegs:

You can also apply a
Master Page to the new page,
such

as

master page
containing a Navigation Bar.
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Places of Interest shown on the
right.
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Your Own Web Presence

As new pages are added to the
Web site, they appear in the site
structure in the Studio panel as
shown on the right. The new
page cat appear before, after or
as

a

child (sub -page)

existing page.

%les Gallery Theme Graphocs

!.. Site

Pilaster

Pages I.

Pages

km1

%A

of an

Places al

Edinburgh Castle is a child of

DA

Places of Interest.

el a

6

Home

this example,

In

7

-1

Edrtugh

CL

In A as Recast. Et ji

Inserting Links
A picture or a piece of text can be made into a link to another
Web page on your site or a link to an entirely different site. For
example, to make a link from the Home Page to the Places of
Interest page, insert a text frame with the required words
and select it. Next click the Hyperlink icon shown on the
right to open the following dialogue box.

v

Hyper', nk-s

Create A tiMerirlit To:

0
No hypertedi

Q

Li

A
A gage ri your

An Internet

An Internet trial

str

P&P

address

A file on your
hard disk

An midis n
your sir

E
A stripping

cal

Nays:yarn
Bement

Jser Data

Title only

Hyper** Informabon
Page name

Places of Inte es'

Edrburch Cast*
Target Werlists r 111:1 Places to Eat

In the Hyperlinks window above, we would select A page in
your site and then, perhaps, Places of Interest, from the drop down menu next to Page name:. Click OK to create the link.
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Creating a Navigation Bar
The Navigation Bar is a horizontal
or vertical set of links between your
various Web pages, created semiautomatically for you in WebPlus.

Master Page
double-clicking, e.g. Master A.
First

open

a

Site

Styles I Galsy Than Graph= 5?

Master Pages

J iI

plaster

by
in

the Studio then select the style, colours and design from Theme
Graphics in the Studio. WebPlus automatically adds the names
of your Web pages to the Navigation Bar. as shown below.
Home

Places of Interest

Places to Eat

The Navigation Bar is part of a Master Page and this can be
applied to all of the Web pages on the site or just to selected
pages using the Master Page Manager in the WebPlus Studio.

Previewing a Web Site
To test any links and Navigation

Bars, you need to preview the

-

nis

site in your installed Web
browser,
such
as
Internet
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. If

Preview in Window

you've more than one installed
browser, click the small arrow

Preview Page in Google Chrome

next

HTML
Preview icon shown on
the

to

the

right and on the

Attach HTML
Estimate download time

Preview Page in Mozilla Firefox
Preview Page in Internet Explorer
Preview Page in Opera

Preview Site in Google Chrome

Toolbar above right. Then select

Preview Site in Mozilla Firefox

the required browser from the

Preview Site in Internet Explorer

drop -down list as shown on the
Preview Site in Opera
right. This displays your Web site
as it will appear when people open it on the Web. If necessary go
back to WebPlus and edit the pages to incorporate any
modifications arising from the preview.
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Saving a Web Site
While you are developing a Web site, it's a good idea to regularly
save a copy of the latest version of the site on your hard disc.
When the site is up and running on the Web it's still advisable to
keep a local copy containing the latest modifications.

To save a copy of the Web site click the File and Save As...
options from the WebPius Menu Bar. The file is saved with the
extension .wpp as in Edinburgh.wpp shown below. .wpp is an
abbreviation for WebPlus Project.
Saw As
Save in

-

Edinburgh

Name

Dale taken

lags

Sue

UT

° 71 Rating

41"
Recent Places

Edinburgh-.

Computer

Ca
Network
Fie name

Save aa bye

INZINTS

Save

1WebPhe SE Sae raw)

To save the Web site quickly keeping details such as Fi.e
name and folder location the same as before, simply click
the Toolbar disc icon shown on the right.

Publishing a Web Site
A Web site can be published to a local folder on your hard disc or

to the World Wide Web. Publishing converts all the HTML text
files and graphics files to the final form required by the World
Wide Web. To publish a site to a local folder on your hard

disc, click the Publish to Disk icon shown on the right, On
then select the destination folder and the Web pages to be
published for your site.
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Publishing to the World Wide Web
This requires the following to be provided by your Internet
Service Provider or a specialist Web hosting company:
Space on their Web server to store your Web site.

The FTP (File Transfer Protocol) address of their server,
such as ftp://ftp.myhost.uk.net/.
The Web address or URL (Uniform Resource Locator) of
your site, such as www.myownwebsite.co.uk/.
Your personal Username and Password.

Full instructions for uploading your Web site should be available

from your ISP or Web host. WebPlus has its own
program for uploading Web sites, launched by clicking

11.3

the Publish to Web icon shown on the right. After
making up your own Account name, enter the FTP address of
your host Web server and also your Username and Password.
Finally enter your Web site URL and click OK. The following
window appears, from which you click the Upload button to send
your Web site up to the host server.
Manage FTP Accounts
FTP Account
Jirn's Web site

Add. -

J

V
[

copy...

[

Olt

Qelete

Settings

ftp://ftp.myhost.uk.net/
Username:

yrngatenby

Password:

Iest
Upload
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Security Matters
Introduction
The Internet has brought major changes to the lives of many
people both at work and at leisure: these include instant e-mail
communication, access to infinite amounts of information and the
ability to shop and carry out financial transactions at the touch of
a button. However, these incredible opportunities bring with them

some serious risks: tne sophisticated modern criminal doesn't

need to break into your home armed with a jemmy. The
computer felon can carry out their offences secretly from within
the comfort of their own home. Listed below are some of the
risks we run when using the Internet:

A "hacker" might gain access to your computer and
copy files containing personal or financial information.

A virus, perhaps sent in an e-mail, might destroy files,
wipe the hard disc and cause great inconvenience.
If

you are using an unsecured wireless router,

unscrupulous people nearby can log on and use your
Internet connection.

You may be the target of a phishing attack in which
criminals attempt to trick you 'nto revealing details
such as bank account numbers and passwords, etc.

Although these threats are real enough, they can be overcome
by making full use of the security features within Windows XP,
Vista and Windows 7, supplemented by inexpensive third party
anti -virus and Internet security software as discussed shortly.
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The Windows Security Center
You can check all the security features in Windows
by launching the Windows Security Center. Click
Start, Control Panel and double-click the Security
Center icon as shown on the right. In Windows 7
click System and Security. You are recommended

Security
Center

to make sure that the main security features are
either switched On or marked OK, as shown below.
111

VV

OK.

Using Windows Security Center

Firewall

A

On %.)

Kaspersky Internet Security reports that it is currently turned on.
Show me the firewall programs on this computer.

Note: Two or more firewalls running at the same time can conflict with each other.
How does a firewall help protect my computer?

Automatic updating

Onto

As updates become available, Windows installs them for you (recornriended).
Automatically installing updates can enhance the security and performance of your
computer.

How does automatic updating help protect my computer?

Malware protection

On la

Virus protection

A
On

Kaspersky Internet Security reports that it is up to date and virus scanning is on.

Spyware and other rnalware protection

On ii

Windows Defender and Kaspersky Internet Secunty both report that they are turned on.

How does anti- malware software help protect my computer'

This particular computer has the popular Kaspersky Internet
Security (including a firewall) and anti -virus software installed.
Windows does not include its own anti -virus software but does
include the Windows Firewall.
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The Windows Firewall
The firewall is a piece of software or hardware designed to
protect your computer from hackers and malware (malicious
software). Windows has its own firewall software which should be
turned on, unless you're installed an Internet security package
such as Kaspersky, Norton, F -Secure or McAfee.

Turning Windows Firma On
double-click Windows
If necessary click the
circular radio button to make sure Windows Firewall is On. In
Windows 7 select Start. Control Panel. System and Security
then Windows Firewall
Select Start.

Control

Panel,

then

Firewall and click Change settings.

Windows Firewall Sethrhi .
General

Exceptions I Advanced
Frevval rs letting to protect your oompk.ter

Weidows Firewal can help prevent hackers or malicious software from gang
access to your computer through the Internet or a network.

a On (recommended)
This setting blues all outside sources from connecbng to this
computer, except for those unblocked on the Excepbons tab.

Block aN incoming connections
Select this option when you correct to less secure networks Al
not be nobfied when
excepbons ....111 be ignored and you
indo.cs Firenall blocks programs.

Off (not recommended)
make Ms
Avoid using this setting. Turning off Wrdows Frewal
computer move vulnerable to hackers or maidous software.
Tell me more about these settings
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Automatic Updating
Windows Update provides regular modifications to the Windows

operating system; these modifications are often designed to
make the system more secure or improve performance and
usually take the form of a small piece of software or "patch".
Windows Update allows you to schedule your computer to
check for the latest updates and download them to your
computer from the Internet.

Windows Update can be launched from the Start
menu; click Control Panel and double-click the
Windows Update icon shown on the right. The
Windows Update screen opens as shown below
and displays the status of your updates. In Windows
7, select Start, All Programs and Windows Update.

"p
-41141

Windows
Update

TIN"
C.

Edit

r Control It and

Yr.e

look

C ncc topad cc

a W,ndow Update

- a,

tide

W, lows Update

Change settngs
V,ew update history

40 Download and install updates for your computer

Restore hu:kkr, updates

Updates frequently asked

Iota& 3 enportani update. 243.3 MB
Also as arlable 8 °prom! updates

ClUerthOns

Mways ant
the lain updates to enhance your omptee's
set unty and performance.

i Ywa update.

j

. ices ....IAN, ..lo.

Most recent chest for updates:

Today at 08:37

Updates were Installed-

today at 04.39. vie., update lustory

You ha, Windows se to.

Autornatreally entail new updates e -ray day at 02.00
(mornanended)

You are informed when Windows Update last checked for
available updates and the date when updates were actually
installed. Check for updates above on the left-hand side allows
you to carry out an immediate, unscheduled check for available
updates. Some updates are optional while others are essential.
Change settings, shown on the left of the image above enables
you to schedule automatic daily or weekly checks for updates, as
shown on the next page.
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Choose now Windows can nstall updates
When your computer is online, Windows can automatically check for important updates and install them
using these settings. When new updates are available, you can also install them before shutting down the
computer.
Understanding Windows automatic updating

co Instal updates automatic ally (recommended)
Install new updates
[Every day

H

at r0-9:00

Download updates but let me choose whether to instal' them
Check for updates but let me choose whether to down.ciad and install them
Never check for update.. (not recommended)

Your computer will be mote vulnerable to security threats and performance problems vathout
latest updates.

The circular "radio buttons" above allow you to choose whether
you want automatic installation of updates or to cont-ol the
downloading and installation yourself.
Clicking View update history shown on the left of the image on
the previous page shows the updates that have bees instilled on
your computer. The list can be scrolled to view almost an entire
year of updates.
Control Pawl . Windows Jpoilate r View update history

bit yin,

lords

beep

Review your update history
bloke sure el Important updates base been suits rut ully entailed. Io winos. .n update. go to

ime

Status

type

Dale Ind

unty Update foe Mndows Sitsla (101073.011

Successful

Important

13116,7009

tasty Update for Windows %Oa (10971697/

S. t natal

Imporlant

131:184009

tardy Update for Vendors Vida 11189567111

Successful

Invortant

131111,20011

unfy Update for V./axiom iftse "KB971557,

Successful

Important

I POP 2009

Linty Update for Windows Ytd 0(89735101

Suct t1011

Important

1 111/1 ,20119

Suet esses,1

Re. ornmendre

I 101.7009

Successful

Important

1306.7009

waon Update for Windows Defender KISTISS07 (Defindson 1631207a

Su" essful

Imunriant

II 111,2009

.silt II 1 1 ramework 33 Since Pack 1 ..d NU Framework 33 Farrah Update W.
melon Update for Windows Defender' or. SSW Memnon 1.631021D.

Succ natal

knooft ant

091111,2009

Successful

Inmortmi

07116/7009

ninon Update foe Windom Defender - MI S597 (Delasitron 183312D}

Stlf , etalM1

Important

04,01/2009

twaton Update for Weldor.% Defender - IDEIr 55517 (Debriason 163/010i

Successful

Important

31,07/2009

e for WIndan Mad /sink 1 -mad Taw (Aug., 20091 (1400S166)
Morn Malmosts Software Removal Tool - August 2009 011008101
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Malware Protection
Malware is an abbreviation for malicious software and refers to
computer viruses and other malevolent programs; the computer
virus is a small program written for the purpose of causing

damage and inconvenience. In the worst case it might cause the
entire contents of a hard disc to be wiped.
(Malware protection

On

0

Virus protec tion

On

V Kasper:1,, Internet Sec unty reports that it is up to date and virus scanning is on.

Spyware and other manvere protection

On

Windows Defender and kaspersky Internet Security both report that the; are turned on.

The Malware protection extract from the Windows Security
Center in Windows Vista shown above reports on the status of
any Internet security and anti -virus software installed on your
computer. It's essential that you have an anti -virus program
installed and this should have a database which is regularly
updated with the latest virus definitions. Then the program can
detect and destroy the latest viruses as well as rr any thousands
of older ones.

Well known providers of anti -virus software include Kaspersky,
Norton

(Symantec),

McAfee,

F -Secure

and

AVG.

Many

companies also produce complete Internet security packages
which include anti -virus software as well as firewalls and
protection against spyware - software designed to collect
personal information from a computer.

Anti-virus/Internet security packages typically cost £20 - £50 and

this usually includes the software on CD or DVD and a year's
updates of virus definitions. Updates are normally downloaded
automatically from the Internet. Many companies now allow one
software

package to

be

legally installed

on

up

to

three

computers. Subscriptions to an anti -virus package are normally
renewed annually.
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Kaspersky Internet Security
The Kaspersky software package gives total protection for your
computer including anti -virus software as well as protection from
hackers and "spyware'. Spyware is illegal software installed on

your computer via the Internet. This can monitor your Web
surfing, detect passwords, etc., alter settings and take control of
some aspects of your computer. Kaspersky Internet Security can
currently be purchased for under £30 and may be installed on up
to 3 computers running Windows Vista or XP.

A.,

Kaspersky Internet Security 2009
Kaspersky

400

Internet Security 2009

Your computer is protected

Protection
Protection of rorronter data agaisnst nealware Internet baud an.
unauWoruect 1(1,1

Anti-Malware
System Secunty
Online See unty

Content FlItenng

Anti-stivare

Online Security

J Fries and Memory

V Anti-Phnhng

food and 1.1

V Network Attu:. Blocker
V Ants-Dtater

wet Train
Scan

U

FuN Scan

System Security
V Aook< &bon f dtrong

T

Contest Filtering
V Ant. Spires

Firma

Qukk Scan

V Proactive Defense

lie Update

Databases status:

Up I o d

attn. threats
Quarantined objects

cOnntilid netv.Ort s
Aped. ettons under control

Ucense

As shown above, Kaspersky Internet Security protects files from

viruses and there

is

a Firewall to keep out hackers. The

Kaspersky database of known viruses is automatically updated
on your computer when new viruses are discovered. Links within
e -mails to known phishing sites are automatically blocked.
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Phishing
This is a scam in which the fraudsters try to make you reveal
personal financial information like your bank account and credit
card numbers and passwords. The fraud often takes the form of
an e-mail which may ask you to click a link to a Web site. This
Web site may be a forged copy of a genuine bank or credit card
company site and may look very authentic. Next you are asked to
enter your personal details to "update" your records; the criminals
can then use your credit card or steal money from your account.

Genuine banks and other organisations state that they never
ask you to "update" or "verify" your account details by e-mail.

Web browsers like Internet Explorer and Firefox have security
software to detect suspicious Web sites and check them against
lists of known phishing sites. In Internet Explorer 8 select Tools
and SmartScreen Filter, and make sure the SmartScreen Filter
is turned on, using the Turn On option shown below.
SmartScreen Filter

Check This Website
Turn On SmartScreen Filter...
Report Unsafe Website

Mozilla Firefox has phishing protection turned on by default and

you can check the settings by selecting Tools Options and
Security... from the Firefox Menu Bar.
I Warn me when sites try to install add-ons

Exceptions...

I Block reported attack sites
Block reported web forgeries

To prevent blocking sites which you trust and know to be
genuine, their Web addresses can be added to a list of safe sites
after selecting the Exceptions... button in Firefox, shown above.
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Wireless Network Security
Wireless broadband routers have greatly improved most people's

Internet experience but, without adequate precautions, your
network of one or mcre computers may be insecure. This is
because anyone, such as a near neighbour with a wireless enabled computer or someone in the street with a wireless
laptop, may be able to detect your network and use your Internet

connection. As shown below, my computer has detected my
BTHomeHub plus two networks belonging to neighbours. One of
these is about 30 metres away and is listed as an Unsecured

network in the Connect to a network feature in the Windows
Network and Sharing Center, as shown below.
Disconnect or connect to a tothet network
Show

an

1117.4

All

BTHomettub- 5,7 78

Connected

whdebox

Securely -enabled network

Walkers network

Unsecured network

4111'

Disconeaxt

Cancel

Although a firewall should stop anyone getting access to your
computer and its files, it's possible for a determined hacker to
intercept your network "traffic", including for example, files which
you have e -mailed.

Making a home or small business network secure usually
involves setting up a wireless key, or password. Also data files
(such as financial spreadsheets) are encrypted i.e. scrambled to
make them incomprehensible to any hackers eavesdropping
within the range of your wireless network signals.
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Summary: Security Matters
Use the Security Center in Windows Vista, XP and
Windows 7 to turn on the Windows Firewall to prevent
hackers from getting access to your files. Alternatively
install a firewall from a 3rd party company as part of a
complete Internet security package. This should also
include protection against spyware and phishing.
Install anti -virus software which is regularly updated to
detect and eradicate the latest viruses. (This may be
part of an Internet security package mentioned above)

Make sure that Automatic Updates is turned on in the
Windows Security Center, so that you automatically
receive the latest modifications intended to improve
Windows security and performance.

If using a wireless router, make sure it is on a secure
network which uses encryption and requires a

wireless security key to

gain access. Otherwise
people nearby can log on to your Internet connection.
The Web site for the manufacturer of your router should
explain how to make your network secure.

Never disclose bank account details or passwords, etc.,
in response to an apparently genuine e-mail or a Web
site purporting to be from a bank or credit card
company, etc. Make sure your computer has protection
against this activity, known as phishing. Genuine
banks don't send e -mails asking for such information.

Make sure passwords and "memorable" words used to
access your accounts are obscure and cannot easily be
guessed; passwords should be changed regularly.

Try not to stay logged on to your bank account any
longer than necessary; don't walk away and leave the
computer online to the Internet.
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A Glossary of Internet Terms
Access
Point

wireless connection, e.g. in an
airport, enabling a computer to connect to the

A

Internet.

ADSL

Technology used to deliver a fast broadband
service over copper telephone wires, using an
ADSL modem. (ADSL stands for Asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Line).

Broadband A fast Irternet service using modified telephone
exchanges and, in some areas, fibre optic cables.

Cookie

A small piece of text stored on your computer by
your browser, recording
browsing habits.

Dial -up

details

about

service,

relatively slow Internet
superseded by broadband.

A

your

largely

Download Transfer information and files from an Internet
server to your computer; for example, e -mails.
music. photographs,
software.

E-mail

videos

computer

and

Text messages sent between computers; e -mails
can
include attachments - files containing
images or documents, etc. E-mail may be Web -

based, such as Hotmail, or POP3, which uses
special mail servers.

Encryption Encodirg data so that

it

can't

be

read

if

intercepted.

Favorites

A list of links in a Web browser which connect to
Web sites which the user has "bookmarked" for
future reference.

Fibre optic Special cabling used for very fast broadband
cabling

services instead of the standard copper cables.

Firewall

in Windows and Internet security
packages to prevent unauthorised entry to a

Software

computer; a hardware firewall is built into some
wireless routers.
Google

The most popular search engine; also Google
Earth (satellite images and Street View), Google

Maps, Google Chrome (browser) and Google
Chrome O.S. (operating system).

History

A list in a Web browser containing links to Web
sites visited on previous days.

Home Page

The first page you see at the start of a session.

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language used to create
Web pages, manually or using page design
software.

Internet

Millions of computers connected globally by
phone lines, satellite links and wireless.

Internet
Explorer

Microsoft Web browser used for searching for

Internet
Service
Provider

Company providing Internet connections for

information and displaying Web pages.
customers via their Web servers, e.g.

BT,

AOL, Virgin. Some ISPs provide content, such
as news and information.

Keywords

Relevant words typed into the Search Bar of a
Search Engine when looking for information.

Link or
Hyperlink

A piece of text or a picture on a Web page which

can be clicked to open another Web page or
Web site.

Megabit

A million bits (binary digits 0 and 1). A measure
of broadband speed, e.g. 8 Mbps (Megabits per
second).

Microfilter
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Small "splitter" device allowing broadband and a
telephone handset to be used simultaneously.

Modem

A device which enables binary data from a computer
to be transm tted over telephone or television cables.

Netbook

Very small, inexpensive but capable laptop machine.

Online

Connected to the Internet.

PDF File

Format usec for document files which can be read
on any computer using free Adobe Reader software.

Phishing

A scam e-mail which tries to obtain your bank
details, etc., often involving a fake bank Web site.

Plug-in

A small program, (normally a free download), used

to play videos, music and animations. Examples
include RealPlayer and Macromedia Flash.
Pop -ups

Small advertisements which appear unexpectedly.
Some browsers contain built-in pop-up blocker5.

RSS feeds Newsflashes or updates to the Web page content
which appear automatically on some Web sites.
Search
engine

A program such as Google, Yahoo! and Bing, used
to find information based on a keyword search.

Security

A string of characters which must be entered before
a computer can connect to a secure wireless router.

key

Server

A computer on the Internet to which users connect to
obtain information and to download or upload files.

Spyware

Malicious software which secretly monitors users'
activity.

Tabbed
browsing

Opening several Web sites in a single window with
tabs enabling fast switching between Web sites.

Uploading Sending files and information, e.g. e-mai!, music and

photographs, from your computer to an Internet
server.

USB

A device which plugs into one of the rectangular

dongle

ports (or sockets) on a computer.

Virus

Small

malicious

program

(malware)

causing

damage to files and inconvenience, often sent in
an e-mail.
Web

address
Web

browser

A string of letters and dots which identifies a Web
site. For example, www.babanibooks.com.
A program, e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox,
which finds and displays Web pages.

Web page A single "sheet" on a Web site containing text.
pictures and links to other Web paces and sites.

Web site

A set of Web pages on a Web server, usually
representing an individual or organisation and
accessed by its unique Web address or by
hyperlinks.

WiFi

An international standard agreed for wireless
devices, aimed at improving compatibility.

WiFi
hots pot

A

Windows
Update

Regular downloads to your computer of latest

Windows

The most widely used computer operating
system, software which controls the computer.

Wireless
network
adaptor

An internal expansion card or a plug-in "dongle"
enabling a computer to connect to the Internet via

Wireless
router

A device which allows several "wireless -enabled"
computers to share a single Internet connection.

World
Wide

Millions of Web sites on the Internet, each site
containing one or more Web pages.

Web
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wireless access point in
hotel,
providing a connection to the Internet.

etc.,

modifications to Microsoft Windows.

a wireless router or wireless access point.

Index
A

F

3, 38
46
22, 28
20, 82

Access point
Address Bar
ADSL
Attachments
B

53, 54
29, 38
67, 69
23,105

G
87

Blog

Broadband
Browser
BT Vision

Favorites feature
Fibre optic cable
Firefox
Firewall

15, 21, 30, 36
5,13,39, 67
31

52
15
16
16

17

D
62
Delete temporary files
Desktop shortcut, creating 53
15, 21, 30
Dial -up
46
Domain name, type
4,
29
Downloading
E

Ease of Access
Ebay

8

17
17

5, 64

H

C

Cached Web page
Computer
desktop
laptop
netbook
performance

Genealogy
Gigabytes (GB)
Gigahertz( GHz)
Google

2

9

Hacker
Hard disc drive
History feature
Home page
Hotmail
HTTP
Hyperl,nk
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17,18

53,55,62
42,45
79

46
43

3
Internet, described
39
Internet Explorer
Internet Service Provider 3, 27
K
5, 51
Keyword search
L
43
Link

E -cards

10

M

Electronic mail
E-mail
accounts
addresses
attachments
creating, sending
receiving

71
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Malware protection
29
Megabits per sec (Mbps)
17
Megabytes (MB)
22, 32
Microfilter
14
Microsoft Windows
13,
22
Modem
20
Multi -function printer

3, 4
75
77

78, 82
80
84

117

P

PayPal
9
Phishing
59,72,103,110
Plug-in
13
POP3 e-mail
73
Pop-up blocker
60
Printer
20
Processor
17
R
RAM

Refresh
Router
RSS Feeds

17

45
16, 23, 24, 32
58

S

Search engine
5, 51, 63, 64
Searching
5, 51, 62
Security
59, 103, 111
Security Center, Windows 104
Server
3
Shopping online
7
SmartScreen Filter
59,110
Social networking
11
Special needs
2
Splitter
22,32
SSID
24,34
T
Tabbed browsing
56
U

Unsecured network
Updating, automatic
Uploading

118

111

106
4

URL
USB port
V
Virus

46

22, 25
103

W
Web address
46
Web browser
5, 13, 39
alternative
67
choosing
70
downloading
68
Web page
4
printing
58
saving
59
templates
92
Web server
3
Web site
4
creating
91
publishing, saving
101
Wi-Fi
26
Windows
14
Firewall
23,105
Mail

74

Security Center
104
Update
106
Wireless
access point
3, 38
dongle
25
network adaptor
25
router
16, 23, 24, 32
security key 24, 35, 111
World Wide Web
4
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Usig a Web browser such as Coojle to search for irformaticn on any
ccrceivabe subject
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inckd ng e -mailing photographs
Settinc up a personal Web presence. ncludiog a 'blog or oitine liary and
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A glossary 3f Internet terms.
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